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be-t «fort warranted.
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steads.
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that
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per
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dairy is the one that is fed
stocking Christmas morning, and the profitable
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of a variety of feeds the year
IH\PIELD,
Harvard boy felt himself a man indeed enough
cows are more or less
wheu he could go to the cordwainer and through. Many
fed through the winter and are
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have a pair of boots moulded to his feet wisely
turned to pasture in the spring with
and legs. Of course, he might break the
the self gratulatory idea on the part of
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bootjack yanking them oiT, but (hat their owner
that "that settles the feed
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she was when the succulence of early
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of the
learned the aud it is a functional operation
low boy s aud ranchmen
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footwear.
executor*.
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tl.KEKT L. SOULE, late of Oj'ord, ·!·»- tjood Results Iron. Maine Dairies. M my feeders seem to think their c<>v
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machines. When feed
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high
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'WIN κ BROWN, of Oxford, petition for
with the
are low, the feed is reduced,
h-,· t<>» II an·! uonvev real e tile presented
ι·
thought that when feed again becomes
Mary Κ Kr»wn. guardian.
abundant, or milk and butter advance,
«,h
:ι.Κ STKVENS, late of Cambridge, la
more feed fuel may be ehoved in and the
ommoii wealth of
M ef Mi l I'csexINI
steam will ruu up.
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Deceased; copy of will aii'l
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the
and
appoint
When this system of economy le put
!» ill· .η for probate thereof
K. Lloyd or some other sultabi
π
"t "f Wni
into practice the dairyman soon find
a ·. aMMnwrvHh the vf mtud
the theory fails in working out to prai
t·· ! by aid Win. K. Lloyd, administrator
annexed In said Com man wealth of
wit· tii vu I
lice, but superticially ignoring cause anu
M issae liu.se tto.
effect he blames his own mistake on tin·
m \KTH \ l> <ΤΕ VESS, of Cambridge, In the
unfortunate cow and tries the sann-1
ι.,
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"How could you frighten

me so?" de"You must
manded Iris hysterically.
have felt that you were working too
hard. You made ue rest. Why didn't
you rest yourself?"
He looked at her wistfully. This collapse must not happen again for her

sake. These two said more with eyes
than lips. She withdrew her arm. Her
face and neck crimsoned.
"The
"Good gracious!" elie cried.

ham is ruined!"
it was burnt black. She prepared a
When it was ready
fresh supply.
■ieuks was himself again'. They ate in
silence and shared the remains of the
A smile illumined his tired
bottle.
face.
She had never
iris was watchful.
in lier life cooked even a potato or
boiled an egg. The ham was lier first

attempt.
"My cooking amuses you?" she demanded suspiciously.
"It gratifies every sense." he murmured. "There is but one thing needful to complete my happiness."
"And that is?"

"Permission to smoke."

"Smoke what?"
steel box tightly
He produced a
closed and a pipe.
"Your pockets are absolute shops."
said the girl, delighted that his temper
had improved. "What other stores do

you carry about with you?"
He lit bis pipe and solemnly gave an
inventory of his worldly goods. Beyond the items she had previously seen
he could ouly enumerate a silver dollar, a very soiled and crumpled bandkerchief and a bit of tin. A box of
Norwegian matches be threw away as
useless, but Iris recovered them.
You never know what purpose they
may serve." she said. In after days a
weird significance was attached to this

simple phrase.
"Why do you carry about
tin?" she went on.
"I found it here,

a

bit of

Miss Peane," he

answered.
Luckily she interpreted "here"

as

applying

to the cave.
"Let me see it. May I?"
He hauded It to her. She could make
nothiug of it, so together they puzzled
over it. Tbe sailor rubbed it with a
mixture of kerosene and sand. Then
figures and letters and a sort of diagram were revealed. At last tbe.v be-

decipherable. By exercising patient ingenuity some one had indented
the metal with a sharp punch until the
marks assumed this aspect:

came

"""«ïiôe
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tnem.f and name*I therein.

of the islauil," she cried.
"Also the latitude and the longitude."
"Whut does -J. S.' mean?"
"Probably the initials of a man's
name. Let us say John Smith, for instance."

"Ami the limites on the island, with
Silage One of the Cheapest Foods.
winter to it» the ·Χ' and the dot?"
this
used
have
We
silage
.« their!
u.»
f
"1 cannot tell you at present," he
full limit; that is, our cows have been
1ht. bave striveu tu improve
^.art. ThVs
clean twice a said. "1 take it that the line across the
will
eat
all
fed
up
they
wi(MMf
fas and their prod-I
by William κ Lloyd. guardian.
day, says B." Walker McKeen, Fryeburj:, island signilies this gap or canyon, an.l
».»·«'«
««·, ""r Mo., in Tribune Farmer. This, with two the small intersecting line the cave.
A1 > 1 » I ~»4 ·Ν K. HERRICK.Ju l#eof saldCourt.
A true copy—Attest'
feeds of hay or Hungarian and a light
Hut 32 dlviiied by 1 and an "X' sur\LBERT l>. PARK. Register.
grain ration, has maintained the flow of mounted by a dot are cabalistic. They
milk finely. To test the present method
NOTICE.
would cause even Sherlock Holmes to
of feeding and also to ascertain how
>'
»< r'lier hereby give;» notice that he hu<- I
,ur crea.uer>e»
smoke
at least two pipes. I have barewere
b.i-u <tuly uppolute<i administrator of the 1 ί5
wheu figured well our last spring calved cows
Κh
ver cent or e
e-tate of
ly started one."
we have taken an account of the
doing,
^
D.Ury
^
1.1 \ Μ I»E \ ΓΚΚ BROW N, late of Svuiner,
"It looks quite mysterious, like the
milk from niue of our cows, none of
I· .lie County of Oxford, deceased, and given
which have been fresh since June, and thlugs you read of in stories of pirates
All |>ersons having
t- the law directs.
in Is against the estate of *ald deceased are
three of which have been giving milk an.l buried treasure."
with tlw propor.iou Of
sired to pre*eut the name for settlement, and
since January, 1904, and we find the
"Yes." he admitted. "It is unquesλ
In le ted thereto are requested to make pay
ment 'mmediately.
averages of these to be eight quarts of tionably a plan, a guidance, given to a
MORRIS R FOGG.
\pril Isth, Ι!»ΰ.
milk a day. If there is any other way to
not previously acquainted with
maintain such a milk flow through the person
but cognizant of some fact
JIOTIIK
winter months with cows that may be the island,
none
,ί -i rlber hereby gives notb-e that he
called strippers than by feeding of connected with It. I'ufortuuately
of
the
admlnistraior
em (tety appointe·!
succulence in silage or roots, I have of the buccaneers I can bring to mind
o-tate of
able to flnd it. This, taken frequented these seas, 'ihc poor begΡΕΓΚΚ McALLISI ER. late of LoTvU.
«ilh such Improvements as may I not been
ι·.·■
inly of Oxford, deceased, an·! given >·**'·
is certainly
the end that results with the fact that silage
gar who i»ft it hero mu.st have had
â ι persons having I ;,.me to
law directs
one of our cheapest foods, should con<··
uh
u- tln-t the estate Of sai l deceased are
the
anv
I
othei motive thau searching for a
tne
some
full
anticipations.
ρ
pace
inay keep
·ιη··| to present the «line for settlement, au>l
vince even the most skeptical of its
Maine is no longer a butter
cache."
■i
Indelited thereto are requested to make pty
value.
ment liniueiltately.
she cannot afford to b β._
"Did lie Jig the cave an.l the well, I
when many acres of
PERI.ΕV MCALLISTER.
April l*th, 1'Αΰ.
ieave8the| Hasten the time
quality »°«««" »
soil may be wotule;·?"
U. unproductive New England
"I roLab y the former, but not the
food for our farm aninones.
merits puanea
hy our made to produce
ν
of New
well. No man could do it unaided."
The subscriber hereby gives roll ce that he
yields the produc-1 mals, when the true appreciation
SMI· Κ 1.1/ \ BETH STEVENS.CEoRGE
SEVENS H 11. I W EN DK I. L HERBERT
Mk\KN> wards. of I auibrtdge In the Com·
we.Vth of Massnchusetts;
petition for
real estate pr«.s, nte I
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WII.SOS STILLM \S. late of Peru.
In the County of Oxford, decease· 1, ami
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given tunds a- the 'aw directs
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f
M.I EN rooTII \KER, late of Dlxfl· l«t.
Ititie County of »>xfor«l, ilecease<l, ami given
bon·!» a» t e :aw «lireets
All nersone having
•IcMan·!.·. against the cnbtle of said deceaeo·! art
Ί< -Ιη<·ΐ to frc^iittbe same for settiement, an·:
»ii 1η·Ιβΐ4β<| thereto are requested to make pay·
ni'-nt

Immediately.
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The subscriber hereby gtrca notl<-e that h«
has w-en lulv appointe·! admlnl-trator of the
estate of
JAMES M. LI BBY. late of Hiram
tn the Count, of onforl, de>-easetl, and given
b η Is as Un· 1 w dlm'ts. All |*ι>οηβ having
demands against the estate <>f sal decea cd a e
'les'n·'! to pre-cut the same for settlement, and
a I ln-iel*···! thereto are
make parretjuei»te<l
nn-nt tmmedtatctv.
A pill Isth, lyn5
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Raising

I

before the buy first class heifer calves and second

Sched. for

calves do not pay to keep as cows.
it
This is another reason why it pays to
raise them and to see that it is done

feed."

Th. u.«k« tor
t"·

apptoaj

s°.*pmeu°

,o .to

Heifer Calves.

It is a common thing for dairymen
who furnish milk for sale to destroy
calves to save feeding. Of course there
are many calves that are not worth
raising, but not necessarily so. It is
natural to infer that a good oow properly bred should raise a calf that is well
worth taking care of. Milk fed to a
calf is not wasted by any means. The
greater part of the butter fat may be
removed and the skim milk fed on the
farm has a fertilising value that the ordinary dairy farmer seldom reckons in.
This is a source of profit t ut farmers
cannot afford to overlook. If dairy
farmers have not the means to thoroughly utilize manure from the stable to advantage the sooner they mako the nates
sary arrangements the better. All
of manufacturing business largelv are
dependent upon the profits of the by·
?roducts. Th'3 farmer who keeps c.»ws
lor milk aloae makes a mistake.
If he is near the city where his pastme is limited, young stock may be disposed of by sending it into the country
to pasture during the summer nnnths.
It would pay to hire a run and feed
them all summer rather than not raise
good heifer calves. It is difficult to
rate

SSwdi^ju"i-yj-WB properly.

fOTICE.

χι.

ol)uri,l,.
led of her.
of four »toiu

t

Hume

of the estate of
H.CLIFFORD SKWM AN. late of mxfleld,
In the County of Oxfont, decease· 1. and given
bonds ae the law directs. All persona having
demands against the estate of sai l deceased are
desired to uresent the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment
WILLIAM W. BLANCHARD.
Mar. ile», 19U5.

«.d

Feeding Dairy Cows.

such me<. iu
The sul)-crtl»er h rjby gl.es notice thtt he stomach becomes
has been duly appointed administrator de boni·
and the cow
η·
C. Τ.

Fariu

r Van Pelt, feeder of the Jerl at'°«
the St Louie exposition test,
aey herd a.t
ιtl 0 steadiness
i" Jersey
.g .u t,ireCl
with which cows
wUb whlch
..

nones.

η

England possibilities

E£HS«i-*~rà
S r ÏS».to.ii.iwt.-B.
people

mtice.
The «abscrtber herebv gives notice that he
«·η .luly appotnte<l aMminlMrator with the
Home.

will annexeil of the estate of
Μ \ Κ Γ II \ R l>OE, late of Parte,
In Hie County of Oxfont, >lecease«l. All peraone
having lemaii<t-< agalust the estate of sab! <leeease<I are le-ire·! to present the same for seulement. an·! all tn<lebte<l thereto are reque*tc«l t·
make navment 1rame<ll!ttelv
LORES Β MERRILL
\prtl iHh. lv> 5

may induce us all
to put our shoulders to the wheel and
mar<.r~ push our very best. We have the
kets, we have the young men, who are
looking for a life work; we have the
teams, and can secure the fertilizer
necessary for best results by feeding
beh Μ an(1 and by tillage. The movement has
gun. Let the good work go on.
—

U»e .late,

abroad lur th.
— »«-

iT^du*«v-iW rmu.

·λ.-:·.::λ: v. r

l.u.<lic.;. a'v.ndoned, forgotai: ·>»|·
Then lie smothered a
ten. horrifie.
cry «sf iuir rîae.
"By Jove!" lio muttered. "There Is
That sign is meant
no 'Χ' η lid dot.
It lies
for a skull ami crossbones.
exactly ou the part of the island where
we saw that queer looking bald patch
today. First thing tomorrow before
the girl awakes I must examine that
..ic

place."
lie resolutely

stretched himself on
his share of the spread out coats, now
thoroughly dried by suu and fire. In
η minute he was souud asleep.
CHAPTER V.
nwo!:c to find the sun high in
the heavens. Iris was preparing breakfast; a flue fire was
v—J crackling cheerfully, and the
p-c :!d!ng goddess liad so altered lier
appearance that the sailor surveyed

H-

her with astonishment.
lie noiselessly assumed a sitting posture. tucked his feet beneath him and
blinked. The girl's face was not visible from where be sat, and for a few
seconds he thought he must surely be
dreaming. She was attired in a neat
navy blue dress and smart blouse. Her
white canvas shoes were replaced by
She was quite
strong leather boots.
spick and span, this Island Ilebe.
So soundly had he slept that his
At last
senses returned but slowly.
She
he guessed what had happened.

had risen with the dawn and, conquering her natural feeling of repulsion,
selected from the store he accumulated yesterday some more suitable
garments.thun those in which she escaped from the wreck.
lie quietly took stock of his own

tattered condition and passed

a

re-

flective hand over the stubble ou his
In a few days his face would
chin.
In that
resemble a scrubbing brush.
mournful moment he would have exchanged even his pipe und tobacco box,
worth untold gold, for shaving tackle.
Who can suy why his thoughts took
such trend?
Twenty-four hours can
effect great changes in the human

mind if controlling influences

are

ac-

tive.

Then came a sharp revulsion of feelIlls name was Itobert—a menial,
lie reached for his boots, and Iris
heard him.
"(Jood morning!" she cried, smiling
sweetly. "1 thought you would never
awake. I suppose you were very, very
tired. I'lease wash quickly. The eggs
will lie hard."

ing.

"Yes. I made » collection among the
trees. I tasted one of a lot that looked
good. It was iirst rate."
lie had not the moral courage to begin the day with a rebuke. She was
irrepressible, but she really must not
do these things, lie smothered a sigh
in the Improvised basin which was
placed ready for him.
Miss Deuue had prepared u capital
meal, of course the ham and biscuits
still bulked large in the bill of fare,
but there were boiled egg*. fried baThese
uanas and au elderly cocoanut.
things, supplemented by clear, cold water. were not so bad for a couple of
castaways hundreds of miles from

8cien,ift0l
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"Mr. Jenks," she said simply, "we
In God's hands. I put my trust in
him and in you. I atn hopeful—nay,
more, confident. I thank you for what
you have done, for all that you will do.
If you cannot preserve me from threatening perils uo man could, for you are
as brave and gallant a gentleman as

Cheap.
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"\\ hy do you assume lie was alone?"
He strolled toward t!:e fire to kick a
•tray log. "It is ouly idle spéculation
l»eine." he replied.
Lt the best. Ml
"Would you like to help me to drag
some timber up from the beach? if wc
get a few big planks we can build a
lire that will last for hours. We want
some extra clothes, too, and it will soon
be dark."

The request for co-operation gratlfled
her. She complied eagerly, and without much exertion they hauled a respectable load of lire wood to their new
camping ground. They also brought a
number of coats to serve as coverings.
Then Jenks tackled the lamp. It was a
uiojt dillU-ult operation to open It.
Before the sun went down he suc-

ceeded aiid made a wick by unraveling
a few strands of wool from his jersey.
Wlieu night fell, with the suddenness
of the tropics, Iris was able to illuininate her small domain.
They were both utterly tired and
ready to drop with fatigue. The girl
said "good night," but instantly reappeared from behind the tarpaulin.
"Am 1 to keep the lamp alight?" she

Inquired.

'Tlease yourself, Miss Deane. BetIt will ouly burn
ter not, perhaps.
four or Ave hours anyway."
Soon the light vanished, and he lay
down, his pipe between his teeth, close

to the care's entrance. Weary though
he was he could not sleep forthwith.
His mind was occupied with the signa
on the ca ulster head.
"32 divided by 1; an 'X* and a dot,"

A heifer calf well fed from
he repeated several times.
birth to maturity will be worth twice
they signify?"
as much as one bought at random.

"What do

everywhere.

I'or the life of him the man could
not refrain from displaying the conversational art in which he excelled.
Their talk dealt with Italy, Egypt, India. He spoke with the ease of culture
and enthusiasm. Once he slipped Into
anecdote apropos of the helplessness
of British soldiers in any matter outside t!:e scope of the king's regulations.
"I remember," he said, ''seeing a cavalry subaltern and the members of an
escort sitting half starved on a number
of bags piled up in the Suakin desert.
And what do you think were in the

bags?"

"1 don't know," said Iris, keenly
alert lor déductions.
"Biscuits! They thought the bags
contained pateut fedder until I enlight-

ened them."
It was ou the tip of her tongue to
pounce on him with the comment,
"Then you have been an officer in the
army." But she forbore. She had
guessed this earlier. Yet the mischievous light in her eyes defied control,
lie was warned lu time and pulled
himself lip short.
"You read my face like a book," she
cried.

printed page was ever so—legiNow, Miss l>en ne, we have gossiped too long. 1 am a laggard this
morning, hut before starting .work I
have a few serious remarks to make."
"More digs?" she inquired saucily.
"I repudiate 'digs.' In the first place,
you must not make any more experi"No

ble.

ments in the matter of food. The eggs
were a wonderful efTort: but, flattered

by

success,

you may poLhou yourself."

"Secondly?"

"You must never pass out of my
a revolver, not
so much for defeuse, but ae a signal.
Did you take one when you went bird's

sight without carrying
nesting?"

"No. Why?"
There was a troubled look in bis eyes
when he answered:
"It is best to tell you at once that
before help reaches us we may be visited by cruel and bloodthirsty savages. I would not even mention this
if it were a remote contingency. As
matters stand, you ought to know that
Let us
such a thing may hnppen.
trust in God's goodness that assistThe island has
ance may come soon.
seemingly been deserted for many
months, and therein lies our best
chance of escape. But I am obliged to
warn you lest you should lie taken
unawares."
^
Iris was serious enough now.
"How do you know that such danger threatens us?" she demanded.
"Because I
He countered readily.
happen to have read a good deal about
the China sea and its frequenters." he

said. "I am the last man in the world
to alarm you needlessly. All I mean
to couvcy is that certain precautions
should be taken avainst η risk that Is

possible, not probable. No more."
She could not repress a shudder. The
Suddenly he sat up, with every sense
sill or wanted to tell her that he would
Somerevolver.
his
and
concern
in
Kansas
alert,
grabbed
A get-rich-quick
defend lier against a hast of snvages
City, Mo., whioh agreed to pay its pa- thing Impelled him to look toward the
trons one'hundred dollars on an eighty spot, a few feet away, where the skele- If he were endowed with many lives,
dollar investment, olosed its office, a ton was hidden. It was the rustling of but lie was perforce tongue<rtied. He
few days ago, and this notice was found a bird
even reviled himself for laving spoamong the trees that had caught
posted on the door: "Good-bye, suck- bis ear.
ken. but sl:e saw the anguish In hie
ers, good-bye." Sympathy would be
and her woman's heart acknowlface,
framework
He thought of the white
wasted on the victims.
him as her orotector. her shield.
9t a oaoe oowerful num. lying then edged

lives on the earth today."
Now, the strange feature of this extraordinary and unexpected outburst
af pent t:;> emotion was that the girl
nr.)'i3iinted his name with the slightly
emphasized accentuation of one who
it to by a mere disguise. The
m..:i was so taken aback by her dec!a:v.;'on of f:.:th that the minor incident. ti:ι :r!i it did not escape him. whs
snutLcied in a tumult of feeling.
trust him.;elf to speak.
lie cy...d
He 1*3""c 1 :::*il!y and seized the ax to
delive:· a murderous assault upon a
sa? ο i'.ilui that stood close at hand.
Iris v.·...; the lirst to recover a degree
of coif possession. For a moment she
br.d bared lier soul. With reaction
Her delitv.me a sensitive shrinking.
cate nature disapproved these sentiShe wanted to box
mental displays.
her own ears.

With innate tact she took u keen Interest in the felling of the tree.
"What do you want it for?" she Inquired «when the sturdy trunk creaked
and fell.
Jenks felt better now.
"This is a change of diet," he explained. "No; we don't boil the leaves
When I split this
or nibble the bark.
palm o;>en you will find that the interior is full of pith. I will cut it out
for you, and then it will be your task
to knead it with water after well washing it, pick out all the Ii!;er and dually
permit the water to evaporate. In a
couple of days the residuum will :>ecome a white powder, which, when

boiled. Is sago."
"Good ; racious!" said Iris.
"The story sounds unconvincing, but
I believe I am correct. It Is worth a
trial."
"I should have imagined that eago
grew on a stalk like rice or wheat."

nese

ft

priceless

witness the empty cartridges—searched
the island. Some of them, lgnorantly
Inquisitive, descended Into the hollow.
They remained there. The others, superstitious barbarians, lied for their

lives, embarking so hastily that they
took from the cave neither tools nor
oil. though they would greatly prize
these articles.
Such was the tragic web he spun, a
compound of fact and fancy. It explained all perplexities save one. What
Was
did "32 divided by 1" mean?
there yet another fearsome riddle

awaiting solution?
And then Ids thoughts flow to Iris.
Happen what might, her bright pic ture
was

seldom

absent

from

his

brain.

egg

better than the horror of a chance ramble through the wood and the shock of

the sailor counted—ye', preserved some
These latresemblance of humanity.
ter were scattered among the older relics. They wore the clothes of Dyaks.
Characteristic hats and weapons deThe others,
noted their nationality.
the first harvest of this modern Gol-

gotha, might have been Chinese

coo-

lies. When the sailor's fascinated vision could register details he distinguished yokes, baskets, odd looking
spades and picks strewn amid the
The animals were all of one
bones.
type—small, lanky, with long pointed
At last he spied a withered
skulls.

hoof. They were pigs.
Over all lay a thick coating of fine
sand, deposited from the eddying winds
that could never reach the silent
depths. The place was grewsome, horribly depressing. Jenks broke out into
Ile seemed to
a clammy perspiration.
be looking at the secrets of the grave.
At last his superior intelligence asserted Itself. His brain became clearer, recovered Its power of analysis. He
began to criticise, rellect, and this Is
the theory he evolved:
Some one, loug ago, bad discovered
valuable minerals in the volcanic rock.
Mining operations were in full blast
when the extinct volcano took its re-

venge upon the human ants gnawing
at its vitals and smothered them by
a deadly outpouring of carbonic acid
gas, the bottled up poison of the ages.
A horde of pigs, runnlug wild over the

Peculiar
To

Itself

In what it is and what it does—containing the best blood-purifying,
alterative and tonio substances and
effecting the most radical and permanent cures of all humors and all

eruptions, relieving weak, tired,
languid feelings, and building up
the whole system—is true only of

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

was

I

fore_

wade tip to his waist.
He made the passage with ea*.
Pitched against the bole of t.. trot
was a long, narrow case very lie.
Iron damped and marked with lilt r*
in black triangles and the broad auo
of the British government.
••Wiles. by all the gods!" shouted the

"The Sirdar carried

a

.H^nslgmuont of

and ammunition from Ilonkkonj,
to Singapore. Provide,,,, had
that ., practically inexhaustible store
of cartridges should be hurled across
And Here
tl,. !, o:iu to the island.
trnis

dec^d

ril'es enough to equip half a comne would not risk the precious
He
ux in an aP-mpt to open the case.
m-isi
leek for a crowbar.
What else was there In this storehc«,se thrust bv Neptune from the
Λ client of tea. seemingly
,,rm hrl?
i...t.H«: three barrels of flour. utterly ruined: ;i saloon chair. smuslied
were

The plucc was a charnel limine.
discovery—nay, indeed, the risk of a

nntiitftpnnlipV

He rushed back through the trees uutll lie caught sight of Iris industriously kneading the sago pith in one of
those most useful (lisli covers.
He culled to her, led her wondering
to the· track and pointeu out tin* fatal
she could
quarry, but in such wise that
not look inside it.
"You remember that round hole we
saw from the summit rock?" he said.
it is full ot ca..)0tiie acid gas. to

"WCÎ1,
breathe which means unconsciousness
anil death. It gives no warning to the

inexperienced.

It

than otherwise.

is

rather

Promise

me

pleasant

you will

never come near this place again."
Now. Iris, too. had been thinking
deeply. Robert Jenks bulked large in
her day dreams, lier nerves were not
normal. There was a catch

yet quite

lu her throat as she answered:
"I don't want to die. Of course I
will keep away. What a horrid island
this is! Yet it might be a paradise."
She bit her lip to suppress her tears;
the Eve in this garden, she
but.

being
continued:

"Ilow did you find out?

Is there

anything—nasty—in there?"

"Yes, the remains of animals and
other things. I would not have told
you were it not Imperative."
"Arc you keeping other secrets from

me?"
"Oh. quite a number."
He managed to conjure up a smile,
and the ruse was elective. She applied the words to bis past history.
"I hope they will not be revealed so

dramatically." she said.

"You never cau tell." he answered.
They were In prophetic vein that
morning. They returned In silence to

the
"I wish to go Inside with a lamp.
May IV" he asked.
"May I con.e too?" she dom::tided.
He assented, with an explanation of
his design. When the lamp was lu order he held it close to the wall and
conducted a systematic survey. The
cave.

geological fault which favored the

con-

struction of the tunnel seeme.I to diend.
verge to the left at the farther
The "face" of the rock exhibited the
marks of persistent labor. The stone
had been hewn away by main force
when the dislocation of strata ceased

to be helpful.
Ills knowledge was limited on the
subject, yet Jenks believed that the
material here was a hard limestone
rather than the external basalt. Searcheach inch with the feeble light, be

ing
paused once, with an exclamation.
"What Is It?" cried Iris.
"I cannot !>e certain," he said doubtfully. "Would you mind holding the
lamp while I use a crowbar?"

from its pivot; a battered chronometer.
For tlio rest. fragments of timber intermitv.'lcd with pulverized coral and

broken crockery.
A little farther on the deep water
entrance to the lagoon curvet! between
sunken rocks. On one of I !><*ui rested
the Sirdar's huge funnel. The northwest section of the reef was bare.
coil
Anions the wreckage 1»· found a
of stout rope and a pulley, lie instant-

the idea of constructing
aerial line to ferry the chest of tea
across the chrnucl lie l'.ad f.tn'.ed.
lie threaded the pulley with the rope
a tjuch
and climbed tl.e tree, add in
of artistic completeness to the ruin of
his trousers by the operation. lie had
fastened the pulley high up the trunk
before he realised how much more simt!.e chest
ple it would le to break o;» n
where it lay and transport its contents

ly conceived

an

In suia.l parcels.
lie laughed lightly. "I am becoming
addle hende Î," he s:.i I to him «cit.
"Anyhow, now the job is done, I may
as well make use of It."
Ilccoiliug t!ie rope ends, he cast th»m
In such small ways
across to the reef.
do men throw invisible dice with death
With those two lines he would within
a few lii'Ctinx seconds dra'i hiiusell

bnck from eiernity.
Picking up the ax. he carelessly
stepped Into the water, not knowing
that Iris, lutvlag welded the incipient
I ad strolled
sago Into a Hat pancake.
to the beach and win watching him.
The water was hardly above his
knees when there came a swirling rush
from the seaweed. A long tentacle shot
out like a lasso and grippal his ri:.ht
Another coiled around his waist.

leg.
"My God!" he gurgled us a horrid
sucker closed over his month and nose.
He was in the grip of a devilllsh!
A deadly sensation of nausea almost

him. but the lovo of life
the suffi»came to his aid and he tore
cuthiu' feeler from his face. Then the
arms
ax whirled, aud one of the e.g.it

overpowered

Get
SCOTT'S
Emulsion

ItiruiHtiiiiinj mut limtnl

tu

tin iiuih'k lnt'C iuhI

mjiiiη cluUh.
tin

I.

with sinuo'.'s activity t·» again clutch
the man's face or neck. With t! e ax
lii;·.,- f. eler
lie smote madly at the'
diverting its aim time an airain. l>-it
failli)? to d< liver an effective striite.
With agonized yresclnn-e t!.·· sailor
knew that he was vit·!·!. -. \\>:c t..e
ileviltigh a giant of it-· tribe he could
not have held out κ > Ion \ As it was.
iln· creature could afford to wait,

strengthening Its irr:isr>. tightening its
colls, pulling an I pumping at Its prey
with remorseless certainty.
He was nearly spent. In a paroxvsm
of despair he resolved to give way and
with one mad effort si-ek to bury the

ax in the m Ulster's brain. I'.ut ere he
could execute this fatal piOje. I. for the
cuttle would h ue Instantly swept him
into the trailing w.-eds, live levolver
shots rang out in ·j11i.-k succession,
iris had reached the nearest rock.
The third bullet gave the octopus
It squirtcl forth a
eatise to rcllect.

torrent of dark colored lluid. Instantly
ih water became blacï;. opaoee. The
tentacle, tlonrishilig in air. thrashed
the surface w'lli imp »tei.t fury. That
around J en Its' waist grew taut and

"iglti. The ax Hashed with the iusplr.tth/i: >f ho; e. An d'icr arm was sc.··
•red. The huge dismembered e<.i| slack•n«'d η I fell a way.
Vet u-.i> i «· «nebs· -ed iiii:::ov:;bl;·. lie
for·
iirned to lojk at Ι;Ν. She
;οι
>

uu·

rei-ine;

ι·

.|m

m;ght Lazarus I·:

\»·

>n

...

looked from t!»·»

I».
re.iuicd. dropping
'Tin· rop< !" s!u*
he revolver ami ssMring tin· Ioo.m· finis
lying at lier feet.
Sl e drew tiiem ti;ht and leaned bask,
pulling with all Let* (Strength. The
ami
sailor lluiiv the ax to the ι
grasped the two rope*, lie raised himself ami plungesl wildly, lis· was free.
With two convulsive strides he was at
to;:

the girl's side.
He stumbled to a bowlder and dropped in complete collapse. After a time
he felt Iris' hand placed timidly <m hie
shoulder. II·· raised his head and saw
lier eyes shining.
"Thank you," he said. "We are quits

now."

[το
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the Transfer*

S

In·

Itnil,

As a bevy of laughing girls rose to
at a
get olï a street car the other slay
••oint where transfers are given they
wowere followed by a demure young
n >vel.
man who had been nl'virlted in a
•lust before she alighted she askes! the
eonsliietor for a transfer, and lie. think

were of one | ,riy. gave
her six, which she took without ιΐ »lic> >»t
s
ing and held in 1er hand ::s she
the
•n the corner waiting for her ear.
other girls having gone on walking.
When the reader got her stir she took
in her
a seat ami was soon lost again
Then the condimtor c.ime up,
novel.
He t.>.»k
and she held out the slips.
them, counted them ami then looked

Ingall the girls

around with a puzzled express! m.
"Where are the others';" he ;s'.ed.
"Oh," replies! the young woman, locking up a moment from l«er book, "that's
all he gave me."— riiihisiclphia !te«*ord.

The I'lrxl rhatiuvrit.il·.
The tlrst words reproduced and uttered by a phonograph are naturally a
When
matter of historical interest.
Edison was at work on liis first pho:i ··
hi
graph many weeks were consumed
th»
experiment. It is said that when
it
talking machine was tirst discovered
inventor
was as much a surprise to it<

The Wizard was
to the world.
working on some telephone rei-elvers
and was led to put a piece of tinfoil οι·
Eda cylinder. It recorsled sound, and
isou was convinced that the human
voice could be worded and proiiuced.
When the time came to make an actual
test Edison, with his mind on mechanical details, abseutmiudeslly tests-sl his
as

contrivance with the familiar phrase,
When you g° to a drug store
verse
"Mary had a little lamb." The
and ask for Scott's Emulsion was the tirst record taken by the machine.
In the stone was visible a thin vein, you Know what you want; the
hluish white in co!or. He managed to man knows you ought to have
NtrroRlhriilnic the \>rvm.
break off u fair sized lump containing
Self control or nerve f >rce Is the
be
though,
Don't
surprised,
't.
a well defined specimen of the foreign
lesson of health and therefor»· of
f you are offered something great
metal.
life Itself. To unders;.in.! I. »w .1 » rc
They hurried into the open air and else. Wines, cordials, extracts, lax is to umierstand how · sirs·::., 'ieti
examined the fragment With curious
·>ί
of cod Bver oil are plenti- nerves. Hearty laughter :■··
The sailor picked it with his etc.,
«yes.

knife, and the substance in the vein
came off In laminated layers, small,

"brittle scales.
"Is it silver?"

Iris was almost ex-

No other medioine acts like it; cited.
"I do not think so. I am no expert,
no other medioine has done so
I have a vague idea—I have seen"—
but
no
muoh real, substantial good,
He wrinkled hie brows and pressed
other medicine has restored health
that
awny tbe furrows with his hand,
and strength at so little cost.
habit of his when perplexed.
physical
with MToful* aad wu

ful

but

don't Imagine

you arc

getting cod liver oil when you
take them. Every year for thirtj
years we've been increasing

t.·',
as are also all high Γ.
those of hope, beauty, t : u>.l or love.
Uelaxation is found hi diversion. An
occasional outing or ho. .1·;.· is nccej-

relaxation,
as

sury.

As there are <·*>::.·«*;

conscious thoughts, there

are

>

and

u;:·

·;ι

>us

»·.

the sales of Scott's Emulsion, and untonscioue nerve tenslo;».-s. ..'ouinot kn »w t:.e very
Why? Because It haa alwayi I en when shopping Co their
[ iv.·'. s until,
give
they
grip
tight
been better than any substitute ,
reon reaching home, their ha:it!s f.iii
for it
laxed In their laps, and they s y tlicy
is
anti"It
cried.
"I have it" he
are so tired.—Health Culture.
mony."
Send for free sample
Miss Deane pursed her lips in dis-

MI vu troubled
losing mj erealfht hr fear mouths I
coold not see to de aarthlnf. After tehiac
two bottlos of Hood's 8*r>*p*rillft I oonld aoo
Antimony! What was antito wtlk, and whoa I had taken tight bottles 1 dain.
could too m well sa ·▼·»." 8osu A. Em» mony?
I "So much funs for nothing." she en Id.
το·, Withers, Ν. (X
Haetf'e tareapariHa promlaaa le
"It is used in nl'oys and medie'nes,"
aura ana keapa the promlee.
he ^explained. "To us it is useless."

β Mr

<.

The bottom.
remarkable.
composed of inarvelously «hite sand
and broken coral, rendent otlur objects conspicuous. He could see plenty
of fish, but not a single «"ark while
on the Inner slope of the reef »«·
ness

tlv in the undercurrent.
To reach Palm Tree rock-antki
Dating its subsequent name-lie must
cross a space of some thirty feet and

were no

circle.
lielow this belt the place was a charnel
bouse. The bones of men and animals
mingled in weird confusion. Most were
Λ few bodies—nine
mere skeletons.

can

down with the hull.
Seaward the water was not so dear.
The waves created patches ot foam,
un.l long submarine plants swayed gen-

Soon afterward. leaving Iris to the
manufacture of sago, lie went to the
leeward side of the island, a search for
turtles being his ostensible object.
When the trees hid him he quickened
his pace and turned to the left In order to explore the cavity marked on
the tin with a skull and crossbones.
To Ills surprise he hit upon the remnants of a roadway—that is, a line

fifteen feet.
Grasses, shrubs, plants of every variety. grew in profusion down the
steep slopes wherever seeds could find
precarious nurture until a point was
reached about ten or eleven feet from
the bottom. There all vegetation ceased. as If forbidden to cross a magic

l\.iu«ei
whose engineering cj
force springs to mrjaiit uii
managed to deliver to this isol·:t tl refuge a snfllcient supply of watir to
nourish the palm, and the roots l. mly
lodred in deep crevices, were will pr
tected from the waves.
r-etween the sailor and the ree inten ened a small stretch of ska 1 ^ «ater
Landward this submc-god saddle
-V
shelved steeply into the l^oon.
tliougli the water in the cove « as tvv en

ture

visible the destroyed
part
of the Sirdar, which had struck 1>
yond the tree, relatively to his present
standpoint. He had wondered «by no
boats were cast ashore. Now he saw
:he reason. Three of them «ere s lb
faste,ied to the davits and can led

passionately."

held him speilnotind.
The labor of many bands bad torn a
chasm, a quarry, out of the side of the
hill. Houghly circular in shape, it had
a diameter of perhaps a hundred feet,
and at Its deepest part, toward the
cliff. It ran to a depth of forty feet.
On the lower side, where the sailor
stood. It descended rapidly for some

»'
and climbing lik^ a
two minutes I»· was near the t ee.
He could now see the true exp.ana·
tlon of it» growth in a seemingly impossible place. Here the bed of he
sea bulged upward in a sm-.U «and
cav. which silted round the base of
limestone rock so different in color and
Naformation from the coral reef.

plainly

the name of Jenks."
But Miss Deane'a confidential mood
had gone. "Nothing of the kind." she
said coldly. "I think Jenks is an excellent name."
She regretted the words even as they
fell from her lips. The sailor gave a
mighty wrench with the bar, spllttbig
the lug to its clustering leaves.
"You are right," he said. "It is distinctive, brief, dogmatic. I cling to It

well grown trees, where the ground
bore traces of humanity in the shape
of a wrinkled and mildewed pair of
Chinese boot», a wooden sandal, even
the decayed remains of a paikl, or litter.
At last be reached the edge of the
pii. and the sight that nut his eyes

Jumping

hunting, she bad stumbled across this valley of death! How
could he hope to keep It hidden from
her? Was not the ghastly knowledge ty fathoms in depth, its eryst.il
Suppose,

"Or Topsy!"
Λ ditllcult situation
She laughed.
had passed without undue effort. Unhappily the man reopened it. While
using a crowbar as a wedge lie endeav nod to put matters on a straightforward footing.
"Λ little while ago," he said, "you
seemed to imply that I had assumed

through the wood where there

of the ο; : T-us lost some of ΙΣ.-» tengtn.
Yet a fourth Hung Itself around his left
oiiklo. Λ few feet η way. out of range
of t!ie ax a il lifting itself bodily out
of the watt'·, wag the ilread form of
the cuttle. apparently all head, with
distended cllls and monstrous eyes.
The sailor's feet were planted wide
npart. With frenzied effort he hacked
at the murderous tentacles, but the
water hindered him. and lie was force 1
to.lean baek in superhuman strain to
avoid losing his balance. If once this
terrible assailant got him down he
knew he was lost. The very need to
keep his feet prevented him from attempting to deal a mortal blow.
The cuttle was anchored by three of
its tentacles. Its remaining arm darted

110 doubt oy cm·
lie threw the piece of rook contempBut befishc.s— had met the Mime fate tuouslv among the bushes.
wlillc* Intent on dreadful orgy.
ing thorough in nil that he undertook,
Then there cr.me a European who he returned to the cave and again
knew how the auhydrate gas, being conducted an Inquisition. The slher
heavier than the surrounding air, set- hued vein became more strongly marktled like water in that terrible hollow, ed at the point where It disappeared
lie, too, had striven to wrest the treas- downward Into a collection of nibble
That «» .11. DU m»
ure from the stone- by driving a tunnel and «anil.
into the cliff. He had partly succeeded give their toll, their lives, for this? So
would apnear. Be that as It ml W
and had gone away, perhaps to obtain
help, after crudely registering his he had more pressing work, it ι
knowledge on the lid of a tin canister. cave still held a secret it must rem un
This, again, probably fell Into the
Iris had gone back to her sago
hands of another man. who, curious
but unconvinced, caused himself to be Ing. Shouldering the ax. he walked to
set ashore on this desolate spot with the heat h. Much debris from tin· sternPossibly lie er was lying high and dry. U was nn
a few inadequate stores.
had arranged to be taken off within a easy task for an athletic man I
the palm tr<»e. yet the sailor 1» It « *
fixed time.
But a sampan laden with Dynk pi- with almost Imperceptible qualms.
»A halted rat trap.*· he
rates came lirst, and the Intrepid explorer's bones rested near the well, Then l e quickened his pace. V» ith tin
while his head had gone to decorate first active spring from rock to ιroi-κ
the hut of some fierce village chief. his unacknowledged douhts \:.n.·..
mil
The murderers, after burying tbelrown He might tlnd stores of
The reflection
dead—for the white man fought hard, jty.
inspired h.m.

island—plat til there

Neighbor· Worth llnvlu».

Cella— Did you go t;> the theater. DeThe 1 >«109
SCOTT A BOWNE, Chemists
lta? Delia- Vos. Indeed
New Yori 1 got sick and gave 11s their tic -Is. and
109-415 Pearl Street,
Mr·. Brown lent me her new hat
iiCo. and $1.00. All druggists

ESTABLISHED 1SU.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Col. Bradbury la viaiting friends in
Portland. He has been boarding with
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Dr. Caldwell the past winter. Chas.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Conant, who has cared for the Colonel,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
has gone on a visit to Kingston, Ν. H.
SOUTH TARIS, MAINE, MAY 2, 1905.
Elislia Pratt of Rumfonl Falls was in

Oxford

5Che

atwood

a

E41t*r« «Ml
G ko ko κ

gemocvat,

Forbes,

Proprietor*.
Α. Ε. Forbes.

M. Atwood.

Tkkms —41.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Hberwlse #2.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cent·.

Day.
George Record was showing a very
speedy three-year-old colt to strange
horsemen Fast Day.
town Fast

Paris Hill.
First RapUit Church, Rev. K.O. Taylor, paator
I'reachluic every 8un«l»y at 10 .-45 a. m. Sunday
School at 12 m. Sabbath Evening Service at
7 30 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. Tueedav evening.
I'rayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the let
Sunday of the month Μ 2:30 p. M. All not
utherwtee connccted are cordially Invited.
Uolversaûnt Churct.
Sunday School every
>unday at 10:45 a. m.

Frank Barrett of Snmner

town.

well.

He

enjoys talking

was

horse

also in

quite

R. H. Morrill has a line of improvements going on. He is doing a job on
his house, putting hay scales at his mill
and building an elevator on his mill.
Alfred Cole is finishing up his grounds
Charlotte F. Hammond, M. D., returnera.
around bis house, and Dr. A. E. Cole is
is
and
making
on
tu
Taris
ed
Thursday,
ateam
Job Pttlirma -New type, fast preeeee,
building a hen house 114 feet long.
low pncee preparations to open The Beeches for
power, experienced workmen and
Mrs. Elizabeth Waidron is visiting in
combine to make this department of our busl- the season.
Portland.
neaa complete and popular.
Mrs. F. E. Shorey of Portland visited
Bert Austin and sister of Deering have
the family of her father, H. E.Hamvisited the families of H. A.
recently
Coming Events.
mond, a few days last week.
and C. M. Irish.
Hill
Paris
Meeting of directors of
George Haskell, who moved over from
I.ibrarv Association at Hamlin Memorial South
May 2 —Oxford Pomona Grange, Oxford.
Paris, we learn has decided to reW. C. T. I".,
of
m.
convention
P.
3
at
16.1".—County
IflOÔ,
May
Hall Wednesday, May od,
turn.
Bethel.
that
learn
to
will
be
glad
Everybody
The familiar form of Ε. B. Austin of
Εχ-(ίον. l'erham, who has been seriously South Paris was »een in town Fast Day.
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
ill at his winter home in Washington,
A game of base ball was played here
is very mu-.-h better with excellent
!).
Fast Day between the Hebrons and a
Buy Your Horse a New Harness.
entire
of
recovery.
Waists.
I.awn
White
prospect
We hear the Buckfields
home team.
How to Avoid Germ Diseases.
Fred Shaw has purchased the John S. won.
Spring Catarrh.
Mason stand on Tremont Street and will
The eighty-fourth anniversary of the
Tooth Picks.
Probate Notices.
occupy it at once.
of Odd Fellowship was
organization
to
Pianos.
Franklin Bobbins moved last week
Rev.
celebrated here Tuesday night.
New Souvenir I'ostal Cards.
school
the Bartlett place near the Hollow
Messrs. Scott and Turner were speakers
Commissioners' Notice.
house.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
on this occasion.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Chllden.
Mrs. Mary E. Daniels has sold her
Are You Uuag Allen's Foot Ease?
Tremont
and
of
Main
corner
at
the
stand
Greenwood.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Streets to Joseph Slattery. Mr. Slattery
If misfortune loves company, as some
week.
this
will
move
The Referendum in Practice.
it does, perhaps it would be pleasant
Misses Edith and Lucy Webber of say
for those people to know that the cold
Portland held a special election Mon- Cortland have
a very pleasant
spent
just
weather this spring lias nearly destroyday of last week, to vote on the question .veek at Mrs. J. C. Cummings'.
ed the peach crop of the middle states,
of abolishing the common council. The
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Davies and
and rotted much of the grain sown in
measure was defeated, but the special
little daughter of New York arrived
significance of the election lies in the Sa'urday. Mr. Davies will return Tues- the west. Here nature has been mixing
somewhat; althuugh it has
fact that less than one-ninth of the
things
day and Mrs. Davies will remain about a been soup
cold that there is still a plenty
voters of the city took the trouble to week to
their summer home here in
put
of snow to use as a substitute for ice in
go to the polls.
order.
the creamery. The swallows and butGardiner also had a special election
Mrs. Cullen !.. Carter was in town for
terflies are Hitting about and Mayflowers
the same day, and did better, getting λ
is
Carter
Mrs.
two.
or
stopping
«lay
are again in blossom.
out nearly one-fourth of its voters. In with her
for
the
in
Bethel
present.
people
Gardiner, however, the question was to
Floyd Morgan went to Bethel WedMrs. E. 11. Jackson, who has been
see whether the voters should elect the
taking his chest of tools along
nesday
returned
in
a
week
Portland,
spending
with hiui preparatory to commencing
city marshal and the street commis- to her home Saturday.
work carpentering for John Swan.
sioner, and these issues seem to have
The senior class of Paris High School
The mice did a good deal of mischief
appealed to the voters with more force. will present the drama, "A Soldier of
last winter by making roads in the
The vote was almost unanimous in favor
at Academy Hall next Friday
Fortune,"
and girdling apple trees, many of
of popular election of both officers.
night. The cast is the same as at its re- grass
It is such practical tests as these that rent successful
at South which are ruined.
performance
Three deer were Been together on
tend to throw doubt upon the real l'a»·is. Admission 25 cents.
Mountain the other day, but none
value or desirability of the referendum,
There is an unclaimed letter at the Patch
Hold
have shown up about here as yet.
so earnestly advocated by some.
ortiee for Mrs. Blanch Magoon.
post
is
men
of
a
choice
We copy the following from the Adveran election in which
tiser of the 21st inst. : "The schools of
to be made, and a respectable fraction
KO Kit ES DISTRICT.
Greenwood are to opeu April 24th with
of the voters may be got out, though
Yellow violets have begun to bloom
the following list of teachers:
too large a number always stay at home:
attfin.
but put any other form of question be
Patch Mountain—M irjorle McKenney.
J. Q. Allen is painting I. H. Elling<ireenwo(vt City—Sadie M. Davis.
fore the people, and it is rarely that a wood's house.
Tultbs— Eilna Curt!».
decent minority can be induced to come
ltk-har<lt>on Hollow—May Merrill.
Cyrus Thurlow is spending a few days
out and express themselves on it.
Holt—Annie Kimball.
in Portland.
■tryant—Marie Rnl ntlne
We deny the suffrage to women unArthur Dean has moved his family to
llowe Hill—Klla Bryant.
deniably well qualified for it, on the South Paris for the summer.
He inI.ocke'a Mill-·—Rut»ν Smith
sex
do
ground that as the mass of the
Sha"ll(ree—I.cnorm Thomas."
tends t<> work in the sled factory.
not desire it and would not exercise it,
Would like to ask the reporter of the
it is not Kood policy to give it to them.
North Paris.
above where the "Shadigee" district is
In like manner the argument may well
Mr. M. D. Brown of Boston, salesman located. There was once such a district
be made against the referendum that if for Kaud.
MoXally «V Co., of New York, or neighborhood in town, but the name
the voters will not make use of it. it is a was at A. J. Abbott's a few
days last was changed to the Center some 15 or 20
useless elaboration of the governmental week anil visited the school boards of
years ago, by which name it has been
machinery to extend it to them. There several towns in the county.
called ever since and so given on the
is no trouble with the principle of the
Mrs. Brown and baby are doiug finely. guide boards.
referendum, but in practice, sof.tr as it
Ernest Brooks got his foot caught beJames Koss has doue for Dea. Dunham
has been tried in this state, it has failed aud will
tween two logs the other day and now
go home for a while.
to demonstrate its value.
Mr. Moody lias a crew of men chop- does his locomotion on crutches.
on his new lot.
Woodpiles about all worked up, and
ping
Ex-Governor Perham and Pensions.
Abner Benson has sold hie farm to if you want to see the largest one in
Mr. Tyler of Snow's Falls.
town, please call at the Bennett place
and you will see it—perhaps.
Miss Cora Bonney is quite sick.
SOME OK TUK LEGISLATION HE OKHilW. F. Dunham of Massachusetts was
NATED WHEN" IN CONGRESS.
at his father's a few days last week.
West Bethel.
Your correspondent and better half
"April has ta'ae her leave—
the
silver
We've
had our April showers.
wedding
In 180*5, says the Washington Star, Gov. had an invitation to
May Is here, 1 believe,
Perham, then chairman of the pension of A. D. I.ittlehale and wife and were
Now briug us the Mayflowers."
committee of the House of Kepreserita- glad to attend, and all present seemed
"In the spring the merry robin all hie song»
tives, formulated the tirst measure pro- to have a fine time. Over thirty people
me'o'lloUH trille.
viding for the gnuliug of invalid pen- were present and many gifts were left Id the spring the mellow sunshine gilds the
vallcvs and the hill·,
sions in pro|>ortion to the extent of the with the happy couple. Eleven children
In thu spring the youthful sluggard's to'd to
pensioned disabilities. lTp to this time were all at home healthy and happy.
emulate the ants;
$8 per month was the highest rate pr»>- Kev. Mr. Nelson, wife and child, and In the spring the young man'» fancy lightly
turn» to checkered pants.
vided for the loss of a hand or foot. Mr. Kev. Mr. Brown and wife were among
i'erham s measure provided a pension of the guests. Mr. Nelson offered prayer In the t-prlnir the jocund June-bug elts upon the
'tater vine.
$15 per month for the loss of a hand or and made remarks, and Mrs. Brown deIn the spring the gentle m:\lden 'glne to sigh and
scribed a wedding in India.
ft>ot, and equivalent disabilities.
then to pine,
This first measure grading pensions
In the spring the Kaster bonnet shlneth forth In
splendor wild;
passed the (louse of Representatives tin
In
the fprlng Uu front gate suffers with the
a
Mr. I'erhaiu's motion, which increased
Orra Bird has a sow which gave birth
lovers on It piled."
large proportion of the invalid pensions to fourteen pigs this spring. From fifMay.
83 75-100 per cent.
teen sheep he has received twenty-four
The ronds am becoming dry and dusty.
Mr. I'erham w.is also the author of the Iambs only two of w hich he lost. A good
Superintendent Hastings of Bethel
enactmeut providing for the granting of showing.
Hill visited the schools here Tuesday.
$2 per month additional pension to each
A. K. Tuell is closing out his stock of
James DeCoster of G Head has been
one of the minor children of a soldier.
goods at the village.
some paper
hanging in this
Prior to July 25, 1*M, a widow drew no
I wish to thank (iilbert Tilton for a doing
peusion on account of her minor chil- copy of the l.ewiston Sun containing an vicinity.
Charles Grover and wife of Albany
dren, and where the widow was dead excellent article by him on Women and
visited L. D. Grover and wife last week.
only $8 was paid where there were sever- the Grange. Brother Tiltou knows that
River drivers are still waiting for a
al minor children of an enlisted man.
I am much interested in the Grange and
r>se of water in the small streams.
This enactment stands on the statute that every good brother of the order is
Ben Lapham, who has been working
books to-day in the same,verbiage as he interested in women. Also a marked
in a mill in Wenlock, Vt., visited his
preseuted it to the pension committee article which states that 32 libels for
aunt, Mrs. L. 1). Grover, one day last
early in July, I860.
divorce were euteredat the Auburn term
When Mr. I'erham tirst suggested the of court. A subject in which 1 am also week.
Ouly a few have boen able to get a
granting of $2 per month additional interested in a negative way.
taste of the sweets of tho maple this
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale Friday
pension to each minor child a friend suggested to him that he knew of cases celebrated their silver wedding. We spring.
H. E. Grover is agaiu on the road sellwhere the widow of a private soldier wish that they may both live to celeing hulled corn, which is a clean and
had ten minor children, which would brate their golden wedding.
healthy food.
give her $28 per month.
Potatoes are plentiful this spring and
Oxford.
"Well," responded Mr. Perham, "if
some were sold here last week for plantthe widow of a private soldier has ten
A good congregation listened to the ing at 12 cents
per bushel.
minor children she ought to have $28
Easter services at the Congregationalist
Mrs. Amanda Walker, who lives with
per month. Let her have it to aid in church Sunday morning. There was an
her
II.
E.
son,
Walker, on West Bethel
clothing and educating the children of a Easter sermon by Kev. Mr. Newport
Plut, is slowly recovering from an attack
patriot.*®
anthems. of
with
Easter
appropriate
pneumonia.
Easter lilies aud carnations formed the
If Dr. William Osier thinks all men
Confederate f lags.
decorations.
begin to fail at forty, and are past labor
(Collier's Weekly.)
Kev. Mr. Newport will preach before at the
age of sixty, he should visit the
Cheerful things do happen. The vote the Odd Fellows at Bethel. April 30th. old farmers of Oxford
County, many of
of Congress to return Confederate ilags Kev. Mr. Gleason oT Bethel will preach
whom can do as much labor at the age
It showed how much at the Congregationalist church here.
was one of them.
of three score aud ten as they expect or
the north has improve'.! in temper since
An Easter concert was held at the will ask
young hired men to do.
1887. The south is improving, too. chapel Sunday evening by the CongreReaders of the Democrat by sending
on
one
side
and
bliud
Stupid arrogance
gationalist Sunday School. The chapel the small sum of tifty cents to E. R.
haughtiness on the other have given was beautifully decorated with (lowers Briggs of this place can receive Vick's
and
some
comto
human
decency
and
way
growing plants.
Magazine, the Social Visitor Magazine
Mr, Melville Warren diet! at East Ox- and either the American
prehension that the shield lias two
Woman, Happy
sides. Congress voted unanimously to ford, April 23d, after a painful illness.
IIou rs or Good Stories for a whole year,
confederate battle tlags. He leaves a widow, a son and a daughter.
restore the
which is the regular price of Vick's
Dr. Oakes of Auburn performed a
Why should any man of heart object to
alone.
the memories that are too deeply burned critical operation on llarry Kobinson for Magazine
into men and women of the south? If diseased liver on Tuesday. Drs. HasEast Hebron.
their cause was mistaken it was not less kell. Fun is and Holden were present.
The mud has disappeared in moat
nobly upheld, and the deaths and priva- Tho patient is reported as doing well.
tions which were endured for its sake He is under the care of a trained nurse. roads, except some few places where the
When Mr. Cleveland
were not less real.
Benjamin Flood and W. K. Farris have snow was very deep.
Mr. Oscar O. Roberts of North Auwished to return these Hags, Gov. For- solicited contributions for Charles Kobakcr of Ohio opposed the measure, not, inson to hire a nurse for his son Harry. burn, formerly of thie place, very unas he elegantly explained, "that I have
expectedly passed away last week on
Seventy-five dollars was given.
(trace Farnham, who has been attend- Wednesday night. Bright's disease set
any atïection for the dirty rags, but because they are emblems of treason, and ing commercial college at 1'ortland, is at in and he lived but two days after.
Just two weeks before his death he was
are wanted for no other purpose than
home very sick.
Mrs. George Parrott had a beautiful on Ilersey Hill gunning. It soon provpublic parade, and to tire the southern
heart with pride for a lost cause that gift of Easter lilies from her husband's ed that bis ambition was of more avail
than his strength. He left a wife, one
ought uever to be recalled except with sister of Lynn.
shame, because the crime of the age."
Mr. and Mrs. John Olden visited rela- daughter, a mother, one sister and one
brother. Oscar will be sadly missed in
Foraker introduced the bill providing tives at North Paris.
the home circle, and by a large number
that the government mark the graves of
Denmark.
in
the north.
of friends and relatives.
confederate soldiers buried
with
rest
of
S. P. Hersey just now is gaining and
has
the
He
improved along
Mr. Dudley S. Perkins is having a
The Hag incident continues to give new coat of paint on his buildings.
us.
very anxious to commence work again.
satisfaction everywhere, and it refreshes
Belle DeCosta has finished her work
Mr. George
W. Gray has had his
in Auburn for a while, and is visiting
us to dwell part of the time on such inbuildings newly painted.
dications of a spiritually better state.
Mrs. A. H. Jones has returned from her home with her father and sister
Hazel.
her visit to California.
Mr. John DeCosta is at work for
Miss Grace Smith, daughter of Charles
M. B. Warren.
B. Smith, has arrived home from Cali- Charles Keene.
M. B. Warren, a well known and reMr. W. Slattery is at work for Mr.
fornia.
spected citizen, died at his home in
Mrs. D. S. Perkins has been in Port- George Xeedham, and Mrs. Marshall has
Welchville Sunday,
April 23d. Mr. land for a day or two.
another workman in Mr. Slattery's place.
Warren was the son of Ira A. Warren of
Rev. Mr. Boyd is expected to move
The school committee have been reParis, and was born at thejuld homeand making additions to the here the present week and commence
pairing
of
the
in
the
north
town.
stead
part
East Denmark school house the past ten his work the 30th.
He married Clara French and settled in
Suckers are having their day, and the
days.
he
a
few
removed
After
years
Norway.
The spring terms of school are begin- boys enjoy life in the first degree evento Welchville, where he was in charge
Miss Nattie Buck will teach the ings.
of one department of the work in the ning.
Center school.
woolen mill until the mill was burned
Wilson's Mills.
and was not rebuilt. For the past few
Albany.
E. S. Bennett is having cedar hauled
years Mr. Warren has traveled as agent
School in the town house district from W. L. Pickett's to the Bean place
with his brother-in-law. Col. C. H.
24th with Miss Bertella A. for fence posts.
French, the lecturer. He was taken ill began April
as teacher.
Beunett
H. B. Pennock and family started for
in the West in February, and caine home, Towne of Oxford
with Ida M. Hazelton their new place of residence in Waterbut steadily failed. He is survived by school same day,
the Clark ford, Monday afternoon. Mrs. Luella
his wife, one son, Charles, who resides teacher. Monday. April 1st,
of Pennock, who has been visiting friends
in Oxford, and one daughter, Miss Grace will begin, with Miss Vivian Dingley
teacher.
Same
day and relatives in town, accompanied
M. Warren, who is a successful teacher Hayden Kow, Mass.,
the Dresser, with Miss Maud Dresser of them. Earl Hoyt took down a load of1
in Everett, Mass.
Albany teacher. Same day Lynchville, goods for them.
with Miss Fanny C. Burnham of Empire
Mrs. D. C. Bennett is in poor health.
The commission appointed by the teacher. May 8th, Songo, with Miss Her
sister, Mrs. M. C. Linnell, was up
governor to provide for the representa- Helen Bisbee of Bethel teacher. Hunt's to see her Wednesday. Mrs. Bennett
tion of the state of Maine at the Lewis Corner school as yet nnsupplied.
and her daughter, Mrs. Storey, were
and Clark
Banister Grover of Stoneham is visit- down to the lower town Thursday to do
exposition at Portland,
Or·., and the Jamestown (Va.) exposi- ing his brother, C A. Grover.
some trading and making calls.
Tileon Burke of Bethel is in town buytion, has effected an organization. It is
announced that the Maine building at ing calves. He bought two of A. G.
North Stonehara.
both expositions is to be a reproduction Bean.
Mrs. David Keniston is in very poor
of the Longfellow house in Portland,
The Albany (not the Valley Road)
and the commission will raise the funds Telephone Co. have just received their health.
Miles Adams has gone to East Stonobj private subscription. As the Lewis charter from the state, and intend to beat
and Clark exposition opens the first of work on the line before the month of | bam to work for Frea McKeen.
if
the
Blanche Charles from Lovell visited
commision had May is gone.
June, it looks as
laid out quite a job for itaelf.
Abel Andrews ia shingling a part of tier friend, Mrs. Ina Hilton, last week.
All legal advertisement»
AL>rKKTieKMKNTe
are given three consecttve Insertions for $l.aO
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
made with local, tranalent and yearly advertla—

his house.
A sample of frenxied farming up in ' A. L. Bean is
Aroostook is reported from Port Fair- Scribner.

grafting

for

Ν.

M.

A. G. Bean was called to Stoneham to
field where a man recently bought aj
farm for 46,000 and a few days later sold settle a disputed line.
Abel Andrews ride· in a new wagon.
it back to the former owner for 97,500.
It Is sometime· very expensive business Spring time with warm weather make·
his Bind.
thing· to «hill·.
for a man ta

change

#
Miss Lottie Mam of Fall River, Mai·.,

to

selections

Several

Nelson.

by

imperishable

immeasurably more instructive
and interesting to posterity than those
infleeting likenesses of face and form
trusted to canvas or even to bronze an 1
marble. What myriads have passed
mind

tiiein.
away, leaving not a wreck behind
while the mental features of some conin all the
temporary wrlttfl· survive
freshness and integrity with which

I
in lower Odd Fellows' Hall.
Joseph F. Child is repairing his barn.
Walter E. Kicker has gone to Central
Percy Bartlett is working at Rumford
Maine General Hospital in Lewiston fori
Fails.
a surgical operation to one foot.
Charles Can well is working for Frank
a ball game was played
On Fast
Warren at East Sumner.
on Briggs' field between the single men
Mr. Wallace Russell is having a bad
and married men, in which the married
j time with his eyes. It is feared that he
men won by a close score.
his eyesight.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke has returned will lose
Home and expects to remain for the
Sumner.
Mrs. Harold Gerrlsh is maksummer.
Tressie Noyes, wife of Willie E. Bowing a visit here and is with her mother,
14th, aged 30
s. Barry Locke has been home a week I ker, passed away April
! years, 5 days, after a long illness of confrom Orono.
is a very sad
occasion
The
Margie M. McKenney is teaching sumption. was
highly esteemed by all
school at Patch Mountain and Miss Lola one. She
of
school in who knew her. She was a member
?β*'η 48118,1 the
IL"
I tbe Baptist church at West Sumner and
the him Hill district.
of Union Grange at East SumThe anniversary entertainment held a member
who performed their usual cere»n Saturday evening by the Odd Fellows ner,

I

|
|
|
|
I

they were first trace:!! Literary painting is the greatest of all delineation!

For it we may thauk the alphabet and
the Hioeiiicians for the alphabet.
"It was Gibbon, I think, who said
that Phoenicia and Palestine would
mankind
ever live in the memory of
since America as well as all Europe
had received an alphabet from one and
a religion from the other."

|
|

She leaves a husband and
largely attended, monies. small chilldren who need a
After the Odd three
over 100 being present.
Father and mother,
Fellows held their regular meeting the mother's care.
three sisters and three brothers and a
company gathered in the lower hall and
Funeral at her
listened to the following excellent large circle of friends.
Rev.
; late home April 17th conducted by
variety programme:
The floral
Hill.
Mr. Taylor of Paris
and
Instrumental
Violin,
music. Organ
1.

5

was

.....Mr. Tuell. Mr. Martin. tributes were very beautiful.
F. L. Wyman
*
I
Maine News Notée.
Coon »ong»,
a—Honey, You'e Mv Ladv Love,
"--"ι"·;·

braphophone selection,
o—De <

4.

oon

Town Cake Walk,
Madge and Ivan
a Goat

i,
Heading, When Father Ro te
ι.

Song,

Tree

Tuell. I

With 25 new dwellings to be built durseems to
Young. I ing the coming season Wilton

Λίψιβ
Mr·. F. 8. Farnum.

niier the snaue or me om

Reading, That Terrible Guar
Cora D. Lurvejr.
Alice Ranten.
7. Solo. A Little Buy In Blue
8. Cake walk by Mmlge and Ivan Tuell
and c'ojf dftnc<> iiv Maxter Ivan.
9. EmbleniHtlc Tableaux,
a—Three Llnke. b—The Widow's Protection
Music by Mr. Martin and Mr. Tuell and
selections on the graphopbone were interspersed between the numbers of the
programme. A pleasant social time was
then enjoyed and ice cream and fancy
β.

crackers served.

ν

East Sumner.
The starvation festivities of Fast Day
are past, also the congregating of people in their "accustomed places of worship" in most country places. Now the
worship is mostly confined to base ball
and baked bean dinners. Those long,
end faces and hungry longings for custard
pie are among the things of the past.
And who cares? We never felt that when
we stubbed our toe or got a licking,
going without our pie was an atonement
for saying "Gosh darn it." Get up and
try it again. There are some things
For instance, a
worse than Fast Day.
bumblebee in the seat of one's pants, a
swish of a cow's dirty tail in the eye, a
generous dose of last year's castor oil and
sich. Such pleasant episodes will sometimes make one quite fast for a moment
and use fast language. A Fast with lots
to eat isn't so bad.

be

enjoying a good

sized boom.

The lobster canning factories are said
to have gone into a trust, which has control of the industry in the country.

Arthur Leblanc, the seven years old
of Amedee Leblanc, was drowned at
Brunswick on the 22d, the boy falling
from a high bank into the swiftly «ow-

son

ing stream.

No indictment was found by the grand
at Ellsworth in the murder case of
William W. Bobbins of Deer Isle, the
fisherman whose body was found on
Jan. 9th in his isolated hut at Mountain-

jury

ville.

A number of cases of what Dr. Young
of the State Board of Health pronounces
small pox have been discovered in Lewiston

people

and

have

Auburn.

Several

Tapestry table and couch
Call and
Covers and Draperies.
Also

them.

Mark.ot

Squaro,

PARIS,

MAINE.

millinery

Norway, Me.

hundred

probably been exposed, but

the disease is in a very mild form, and
the season of the year is the most favorable for controlling it.

Wiil be with

creeps up towards the
heart, causing death. J. K. Stearns,
Belle Plaine, Minn., writes that a friend
Blood

poison

injured his hand,
swelled up like blood poisoning.
dreadfully

This season of the year demands
in weight. Winter underwear is too
··

summer

··

that

EASK.

are

an

see

all old customers

underwear that is medium
while the

warm

weights is too great. We have, however,
adapted for just this kind of weather.
All Wool White Worsted at.... $ ι
Mixed Gray Worsted at
7Sc.
50c.
Gray Cotton at
Ecru Jersey at
50c.
Blue

Jersey

good judgement
Sickness is expensive

j* these kinds?
j spare time to
*
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BltEATHE UVOMEI AND CUKE

CATARRH.

come »n

you will

see

change
γ
grade* X

several

per garment

per garment.

per garment.
per garment.

for you to try at least
If you
you know.

samples

A

*

of these in

our

one

of

cannot

windows.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

South Paris.

··

to

50c. per garment.

at

Would it not he

SPRING CATARRH.
CAUSES

to

Underwear.

Medium

James Babcnck, aged 33, of Bradley,
and
was instantly killed
shockingly
mangled by the explosion of dynamite.
He Is supposed to have dropped the explosive while carrying it to a gang of
men at work on a drive near Greenville.
Babcock leaves a wife and two children.

WEATHER

pleased

and will he

season

Blue Stores.

len's Arnica Salve drew out the poison,
healed the wound, and saved his life.
Best in the world for burns and sores.
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, South
Paris, West Paris.

CHANG ΚΑ II I.K

this

which
Buck-

CLEARED FOR ACTION'.
When the body is cleared for action,
by Dr. King's New Life Pills, you can
tell it by the blooiu of health on the
Wheel.
WfiuO»
Hcci'iilrlc
cheeks; the brightness of the eyes; the
one
the
is
firmness of the flesh and muscles; the
A very interesting paradox
concerning an ordinary wagon wheel buoyancy of the mind. Try them. At
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s Drug Storos,
which Is s'»|id and rigid, yet when fast
25 cents, South Paris, West Paris.
eued on its axle on a wagon when the

wagon moves part of the elreumfetvnce
of the wheel which is in contact with
the ground is for an instant at absolute
rest, while the point directly perpendicular to it is flying along at a high
rate of speed. The two points horizontal with the center of the wheel are
traveling pretty fast, but only half as
fast as the topmost point, an 1 as the
increases in
up going horizontal point
speed the down going one slows up until it is at rest for a moment when in
contact with the ground. Yet the wheel

us

Ready-

All the Latest Novelties, Etc.

to-wear Hats.

and there was an enmedical treatment, is not as well, and at Tuesday evening
tertainment in the academy Wednesday
is
house
and
to
her
is
confined
present
I evening.
quite feeble.
There was an all day meeting at
Granite Chapter, 0. E. S., entertained
Hall Wednesday.
the chapter from Bryant's Pond last Grange
Thursday evening. A supper was serv/lartford.

Λ

style.

A fine line of Trimmed, Untrimmed and

along

*
2-

pair in Nottingham
a pair in the new

Mrs. JR.. Xj. Powers.

I

Rebekahs

Arabian color and

"spring

a|

and

For 49c. to $2 00 a
and $2 50 to $4 75

9ee

thel

Day

LACE CURTAINS

J

of

ed

ARE SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

>f tbe canal this afternoon when it was ] nttle free.
luggested that they continue up to the
In turning mouldings for some of the
•iver through the sluice-way which
of Odd Fellows' hall at
urnishings
walk.
board
a
ifforded
perfectly dry
Yaltz's mill, Waldoboro, the tool cut
when
half
about
way
had
gone
They
< ihrougb a bullet embedded in the quarhey heard the roar of the water coming
This lumber came from
< ered oak.
was too late to
It
the
gates.
;hrough
the tree
to western Virginia and probably
:urn back ana their only escape was
< iontaining the bullet grew on some bat:ling to ..he sides of tbe sluice-way. 1 lefleld of the Shenandoah Valley. GerScreaming for help, they made deeper- nania Lodge will therefore possess an (
ite efforts to secure a bold upon tbe
the Civil War in the l
eluice- nteresting relic of
upper edge of the sides to the
in a moulding of
embedded
bullet
eaden
floor.
the
above
feet
way which rose Ave
88
>ne of the ball pedestals.
her
as
so
not
Miss Marer was
strong
:ompanione and when the flood struck
RACE WITH DEATH.
TERRIFIC
SOUTH
them she was unable to retain ber bold
"Death was fast approaching," writes
ind was quickly carried along with the
of
Fla.,
F.
Tampa,
Fernandez,
Ralph
irater.
describing bis fearful race with death,
Mary Barrett and Hannah Kearney •'as
of liver trouble and heart
result
a
slung to the sides of the sluice-way and disease, which had robbed me of sleep
managed to keep their heads above and of all interest in life. I had tried
water until rescued. Kate Reynolds
different doctors and several medclimbed up one side of the sluice-way many
but got no benefit, until I began
and jumped to the ground on the out- icines,
to use Electric Bitters. So wonderful
tide, a distance of ten feet.
was their effect, that in three days I
felt like a new man, and to-day I am
an
of
A||tlii>bet.
Bleaalnfr·
cured of all my troubles." Guaranteed
"Few people realize," su id a college
at F. A. Shurtleff «ft Co.'s, Drug Store,
professor, "that the twenty-six symbols
South Paris, West Paris; price 50c.
that we call the alphabet represent sinThe Bath Iron Works has secured the
gly or in combination all the sound* of
all the languages .^on earth. By form- contract for one of'the new scout ships
to to be built for the navy. These vessels
ing letters into words we are able
are to be the fastest in the navy, and will
embody thought, to render it visible,
be fitted with turbine engines. The
audible, perpetual an·'· iiLJ init.uH. Embuilding of this one by the Bath Iron
balmed in writing, tlie intellect may Works will furnish three years' work for
thus enjoy a species of immortality six hundred men.
upon earth, and every man may paint
A CREEPING DEATH.
an
portrait of his own

Mr. I !>y her two daughters.
Miss Ruby Clark has returned from
music
New York.
I
ice
and
were given for,'entertainment
Miss Billings has been very ill this
cream and cake was served.
reek but ber friends were pleased to
W. S. Jackson and son have
liear of her improvement Friday.
foundation ready and the frame up fori
Oxford
Rev. Frederick Newport of
a one story addition, 16x70 feet, te their
the annual sermon before the
building. When this is completed F. I preached
Odd Fellows and Rebekabs at tbe ConΠ. Hill will occupy it for a barber shop. I
church Sunday, April 30th.
Mrs. Nellie Bryant has rented herl gregational
house recently vacated by Rev. Mr. I
Hebron.
Parker to Mr. Ora M are ton, who moved I
at
a large attendance
was
There
intd the house last Thursday.
church Easter Sunday. The church
Ilarry Holden has left the Maple was
-beautifully decorated with ferns,
House stable and will occupy Mrs. M.
Easter lilies and carnaG. Bradbury's stable to keep hie livery potted plants,
tions.
teams and will be glad to accommodate I
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant spent
his former patrons as in the past.
Easter with bis brother, Dr. J. S. SturteMr. Frank L. Willis is building
vant, in Dixfield, returning home Monnew, larger size piazza on their house.
There will be a social dance Monday I day.
Miss Annie Glover, who has been sick
evening of this week, May 1st, at Dun- for a few
weeks, is a little better.
Refreshments will be
ham's Hall.
Bracy Bean has moved into A. J.
served at intermission.
Mr. Turner is having his
F. L. Wyman has hired Fred Andrews Turner's.
house thoroughly repaired and painted
to work for him through this summer I
His son, P. M. Wyman. will this spring.
season.
are still
Mrs S I Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Dunham
also work for him by the day.
Eva Daniels works for Mrs. Wyman in in Massachusetts.
Miss Columbia Bumpus is stopping
the house.
with Mrs. A. M. Richardson for a short
Mrs. Samuel Ray, who has been in
I time.
poor health for some two years, and has
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper
time been at Lewiston for
for

appreciatively responded

Bolster &, Co.

Dayton

I

SAVED BY DYNAMITE.
Sometimes, a flaming city is saved by
fire can't
< ynamlting a space that the
ras drowned, and three other young
Sometimes a cough hangs on so
rose.
romen had narrow eecapea on Sunday, <
feel as if nothing but dynat Rumford Fall·, while walking up the 1 >»g« you
nite would cure it. Ζ. T. Gray of CalIry bed of a sluice-way through which
a very
of the falls 1 loun, Ga., writes: "My wife had
oga are run from the bead
her
Some one turned on the ι ggravated cough, which keptcould
□to the canal.
Two
ι
wake
physicians
flood
the
and
nights.
rater at the bead gates,
ι iot help her; so she look Dr. King's
iverwhelmed them.
had
] few Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
and
a
trestle
on
The sluice-way4s
which eased her cough, gave
tot been used for some days. It is sev- s ,nd Colds,
cured her."
irai hundred feet long and having a I ter sleep, and Anally
cure for bronchitis
ilant permits the water when turned on, ί Itrictly scientific
La Grippe. At F. A. Shurtleff &
ο rush down into the canal with great ι tnd
ι Jo., Drug Store, South Paris, West Paris,
orce.
Trial
The girls were walking on the banks | trice 50c. and $1.00; guaranteed.

Young Woman Drowned.

MmL

I
W«t Parte.
Easter vu observed In the several
There was a large audience present at I < hurches with
special music and sérι he Easter
and temperance service· I
The
the daj.
iions appropriate to
inder the auspice· of the W. C. T. U.|' Γ. P. C.
U. invited the Christian En·
I
Mrs.
over
by
The meeting was presided
leavor and Epworth League to Join in
Lewis C, Bates, who at the opening 11
;he sunrise prayer meeting which was
read Scripture appropriate to Easter. I' veil attended.
The children of tbe
Γ
Mr.
Rev.
offered
was
then
by
Prayer
JniveraalUt Sabbath school gave a very
Nelson. There were recitations by
in the evening.
Helen Γ nteresting concert
Eleanor Tuell,
Ethel Brock,
Mr. C. E. Valentine and family have
Dexter, Lula Emmons, Lsura Hill, I noved Into the
village and will occupy
Mildred Davis and Robert Churchill. I1 i rent here until
they make decisive
The music besides the opening praise 11
>lans for the future.
«ervlce consisted of two chorus seleo-l!
The students of Gould Academy have
tions by some of the children, a solo by I
>een taking mid-term examinations the
Flavin
Mrs.
Madge Tuell and a duet by
Mat week.
ind Mrs. White. A story entitled "Thel
Fast Day the Gould Academy base
Little Easter Bud" was beautifully read I
team went to West Bethel and playlail
f
Marshall.
Nellie
ΜΊββ
by
kl the team there, the score resulting 12
About sixty were present at the re· I
& 8 In favor of Gould.
:eption given Rev. and Mrs. D. P. Nel-| Mrs. Betsey Stearns, widow of the late
son Tuesday evening of last week, and I
Pbineas Stearns, died at her home Wedthe time was passed most pleasantly. I
at the advanced age of
A few cordial words of welcome was I lesday morning
been
She
has
)8
tenderly taken care of
andl
given by Mrs. C. Howard Lane

Norway.

...

|

I
|
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The changeable weather of spring with -H-H-HH-H-H I I I 111' 11 I Π
its warm days and cold nights, is respon■

ATTENTION, PAINTERS!

sible for a great increase in the number
It is now that Ilyoof cases of catarrh.
mei, the only guaranteed treatment for
catarrh that cures without stomach dosing. should be used in every home.
For more than a century physicians
Is one solid piece and there are only
suffering
two points going at the same rate of have been sending persons
from catarrh to Egypt, Colorado, or
speed at the same time. Yet if the
Australia, where the pure, healing air
wheel is taken off the axle and rolled
would cure the disease. For one person
down nn incline every point of the cir- who could take this
trip, thousands have
cumference moves at the same rate of been
compelled to stay at home and conTo these suffertinue their daily toil.
speed.
ers who could not change their climatic
Ireland'· Sacred Oak.
conditions, we offer Ilyomei, a method
In years gone by Ireland liad ft sa- by which pure air impregnated with Nacred oak dedicated to St. Coluinhau. ture's own remedies for the euro of
sufferer
one of the peculiarities of the tree be- catarrh, can be inhaled by every
Breathed through
in his or her home.
ing that whoever carried a small hit
the neat pocket inhaler that comes with
of the wood or hark in his month would
every outfit, its healing, volatile, antinever meet with « violent death, it he
septic fragrance reaches the luugs and
iug especially efficacious in saving air passages as no stomach «losing possiIt
Christian martyrs from the block.
It gives immediate relief
bly can do.
throughout the British and makes lasting cures.
was known
The complete outfit, consisting of the
isles as the holy oak of Kenmare.
of
After the lapse of many centuries this inhaler, medicine dropper and bottle
costs only one dollar, and extra
sacred oak was uprooted by a storm, Ilyomei,
bottles of Ilyomei, if needed, can be proafter which it was said to be gur.nic.l
cured for fifty cents.
from
heretics
to
gatherkeep
by angels
Proof that the Ilyomei treatment will
ing the wood for fin i. At last a wit ic- do all that is claimed for it is found io
Its
of
largest the guarantee under which F. A. Shurted tanner "barked" one
limbs and tanned some leather, which leff & Co. sell it, an agreement to pay
back the price, if the purchaser can say
lie made into shoes for himself, iinogin
ing that such relics would bring him that Ilyomei has not given satisfaction.
wealth and power. lie wore them but

White Lead.

•^Guaranteed Strictly Pure.->■
Old Dutcli Process.
If you want

a

good paint, ask

for

Patton's Sun-Proof Paints,
Guaranteed to

wear

for five years.

meeting of the
Christian Civic League of Maine will be
held May 9th at Waterville. The programme begins at 10 A. m. at the Baptist
church. Congressman Charles E. Littleneld of Rockland and Superintendent
Edwin C. Dinwiddie of Washington,
D. C., will be present and speak in the
evening.
No race suicide in Saco. With the once, however, but that one time was
population of the city about the same enough to make him an incurable leper.
as it was 30 years ago, and with three
new schoolhousee built in that period,
I!rltl*h Mimeum Doinr.
Byron.
there are now so many pupils that all of
The reading room of the British musufhas
been
who
Isaac
Mrs.
Hartley,
the youngest cannot be provided for.
fering from cancer for more than a year, Either there are more children now in seum is crowned by a spacious dome,
which Is about thirty feet wider than
died Saturday morning.
proportion to the population or else the
Rosette Shaw who has been sick in
of to-day play truant less that of St. Pnul's cathedral. It Is 140
youngsters
bed for several weeks with grippe is a than those of a
feet In diameter and. with its 00,000
generation ago.
little better. Her sister, Mrs. W. A.
feet of glass, springs more
superficial
Buy Your Horso α
at
the
concert
Easter
the
given
During
Knapp, of East Dixfleld, is caring for
than 100 feet In height. Neither St. Peat
church
new
Winthrop
her.
Congregational
ter's at Itume nor Santa Maria at FlorJames Taylor has sold his oxen to Mr. a panic was caused by the settling of the
floor in the centre of the auditorium. ence is a match to It. It Is larger by
Frost of Mexico.
^
—
AT THE
of the
Dr. A. W. Taylor of Rockland spent The room was packed to its utmost ca- forty-five feet than the dome
a rush for
made
the
and
at
thirty-live
Washington,
by
in
town
people
pacity
capltol
recently.
Sunday
New cards of vorw:iy, Main
one was infeet than that of Darmst:: I cathedral,
Virgil Taylor, station agent at Macy, the door. Fortunately nofound
that no
and when it was
in
town.
at
bis
home
of
St.
jured
that
feet
than
Wednesday
Gibson's
spent
Grove,
Street,
by thirty-three
The school bouse at Houghton has serious accident had occurred to the Sophia. Constantinople, and spreads
1 am selling some extra good trades in medium priced
Boat
Crockett's
exercises
and
the
Bridge,
church many returned
been painted this spring.
roof
sixteen further thnn the concave
When you buy a harness of me it
this spring.
harness
Mrs. C. A. Young is visiting her aunt were resumed.
Landing at Lake Pennesseeof the touib of Mohamiued Adll Shah
I
in Massachusetts who is sick with pneuhave
more
to
which
no
suicide
costs
and
of
murder
The wave
every part changed to suit you.
wassee and County Buildings
at Rljapur.
monia.
seemed to be sweeping over the state
a harness.
on
save
can
you money
Will Arris shot a wild goose in Swift struck Greene Tuesday morning. Two
in colors at 3 cents each, 2
The Man Who In In BarncNt.
Several flocks farm
River one day last week.
hands, Eli Rogers and a Frenchcents.
for
the
for
5
vital
The
qualities
necessity
have been seen this spring.
man named Napoleon Champagne, emof inspiration, reality and magnetism
Vorway. Malno.
OX Main St.,
ployed by H. L. Keyser, got into an
Brownfield.
altercation at the breakfast table. The was brought home to me when I was u
dispute arose over a very trivial matter, schoolboy fiddling at college functions.
Merrill's corner.
something conneoted with the appear- I saw speakers who came forward and
BROOKS—The Pharmacist.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Hatch of ance of the breakfast table. Champagne
who—well, Just spoke so many words.
South Conway, Ν. H., spent Sunday, the became
his
room
and
got Then would come an orator, a man who
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
angry, went to
23d, with Herbert Bartlett and wife.
his revolver, and returning, fired four acted the
part, who lived the part, who
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Rogers of Cot- shots at
to
his
went
then
1
He
Rogers.
ton's Mills, Conway Center, were in the room and shot himself. Both men died was the part because he believed it,
off
their
feet.—
and so swept the people
place one day last week.
instantly. Neither of the men had been
Clinton Cole, who has been spending
J. P. Sousa In Londou Interview.
drinking.
a few days in Boston, has returned
If this story, which is going the
home.
One Occupation Lena.
if you sutler with pains or ιιιμιγμ
When there is an epidemic of gri m
Henry Bartlett of East Brownfield rounds, is not a libel on a Maine landof
A visitor at a small resort on the We
a good line of
HarYork
after
"When
are
caused
to
be:
and
moat
diseases
it
eating, headache, belching gai-es,
and
lisease,
by
Herbert
carry
lord, ought
{
spent Sunday with his son
<lu·
it
is
now coast, says the Cincinnati Commercial
»our food, a bad taste in the tnoiitli.
than
with
a
it
fashionable
is
tiie
weak;
was
less
bor
jltidh,
person
wife.
asked one of the men whom
in the heart, specks before
who
tiret.
zint'BK,
itomach
succumbs
pains
Mr. F. R. Bailey went to Cornish one the summer frequenter put up with Tribune,
BLANKETS AND
·>( dePeople with healthy digestion are or- the eyes, and a general feeling
primitive arrangements. One summer a he saw at the village store what he did
day last week.
should tfet
iiuarily nut subject to sickness, and can spondency and weakness, you the stomGeorge and Everett Johnson have family ot patrons, who had formerly all summer.
:hrow off readily any disease germs that well at once by strengthening
finished cutting wood for Bert Bartlett. carried up their own Ice water and I "Loaf ami fish," replied the native.
tablet
ach with Mi-o-na. Just one small
jnter the system.
F. R. Bailey has moved into one of lamps, were astonished to find the hotel
"What do yor. do In the winter?" coneating and
Strengthen the stomach and digestive nut of a fifty cent box before
Bert Bartlett1 s houses, and will work fitted up with the modern conveniences I tinued the Inquiring visitor.
so
nie
will bn
of electric bells in all the bedrooms
>rgans with a Mi o-na tablet before each jrour digestive system
for Mr. Bartlett this summer.
"We don't fish.'"
Our line of
\
But the proprietor had omitted one iteni
neal, and every atom of food taken into Jtrong that you will be the erub-dinieot
n· ed tear
;he stomach will be digested and assimi· :>f good health and spirits, and
of progress, hall boys to answer the
East Brownfield.
HI· Prescription Failed.
a week later the bells all
whole digestive system no germ diseases.
and
the
About
bells.
ated,
The regular meeting of the W. C. T.
CASES nade so healthy, clean aud sweet that Ask F. A. shurtletT Λ· Co. to κ1ΐ"« you
AND
Doctor (after the diagnoslsi—ApparWhen asked the reason
U. was held at Mrs. Julia Bean's Friday, disappeared.
>«·ΙΙ Mi
answered: 'Why, ently your system Is π η down from
,bere will be no chance for disease germs the guarantee under which they
the
for
it,
proprietor
April 2ist. It was a mothers' meeting folk·
'em all the time, so I nervousness superinduced oy loss of [s larger than ever before.
it costs nothing unless it cures.
;m breed.
j-na;
ringin'
kep'
of
that
the
in charge of
superintendent
took 'em out!' "
sleep. .My advice would be for you
department. After the meeting there just
Prices Reasonable.
the
form
hour
which
took
a
social
was
Boys hunting Mayflowers in thrwoods to try sleeping on your left side awhile.
of a reception to the president, Mrs. E. it Falmouth Easter Sunday came upon I Fair Patient—But,, doctor. I am slightA. G. Stickney, who had been absent the body of a man. It proved to be ly deaf In my right ear—and my lmsseveral months. She was presented that of John Frank Steeves, who came bnnd talks In his sleep.—New York
with a silver card tray beautifully in- to Portland from Hillsboro, Nova Scotia, Times.
scribed.
t few weeks before, and who bad been
South Paris, Maine.
are
The Congregational circle met with missing about two weeks. It was at
Bring me all your old glasses thatwhat
filudatone'a rnpopularity.
to be a case of suicide,
Miss Isabel Stickney last week.
Hrst
allow
will
I
to
no
of
use
you
supposed
Gladstone was not beloved. He was
you.
Easter was appropriately observed by but a little investigation upset that I
I
new
How can one love an
an .Institution.
are worth in exchange for
the several churches
they
theory. There were jagged wounds I Institution?
A member told me that he
J. E. Clement recently went to Boston »n the bead, and the throat waa cut.
-·» v
au«l
and purchased a horse.
Later Edward Cole, at whose house in I asked another Liberal why he disliked
to determine
am well equipped with the latest instrumente and appliances
Miss Lou Richardson of Denmark is Portland Steeves bad been staying, was Gladstone. The reply was, "Oh, he Is
the
with
lit
will
need
you
glasses
( orrect any defect of the eye, and should you
at L. A. Bradbury's.
under arrest so that he might not always so In the right!"—From M. D.
placed
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
leave town while the Investigation of the
Conway's "Autobiography."
Lens at Half Price
Best French
UTalr waa in progress. Cole waa alio a
Lovell.
former resident of the Nova Scotia town
or Money
Gold's Gliding Effect.
'or a Short Time. Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Friday evening a supper, entertain- from which Steeves came. The officers
"That fellow Is a perfect boor."
ment and dance was given at tbe hall by »re at work
Embrace this opportunity and save your sight.
upon the oaae, which seems
Refunded.
"8-s-sh! He's worth $4,000.000."
the Woman's Library Club. Mualc by to be rather a blind one.
■'—
Packard's Orchestra of Waterford.
Well, as I was saying,
Eyes tested free.
"That so?
The little son of Erring Stanley, who
he's a man of marked Individuality."—
WHOOPING COUGH.
v
has been quite sick, is improving.
)R. A. DeWITT PA RM ENTER,
Poet.
NORWAY, MAINE.
"In the spring of 1901 my children had Pittsburg
Tbe scholars of Fryeburg Academy
Mrs. D. W.
says
there
cough,"
Merrill Studio, Norway, AC«tine.
irhooping
home
came
Wednesday night,
The Chance.
"I used ChamAla.
of
Capps,
Graduate of the
being no more school this week owing to Capps,
of
'ormerly Boston, Mass. Scientific and Practical Optician.
Fred—She Isn't the pretty girl she
berlain's Cough Remedy with the most
Past Day.
LET.
the
TO
this
Is
15
years practical experience.
used to be. Arthur—Ie that so? Fred
Philadelphia Optical College;
A party of twelve from Maaaacbusetts ntiafactory results. I think
ever aeen for whoop—Yes. Her father loet all his money
Consultation and advice free.
Carl and Earl Keniston of Lovell visit- were at Β. E. Brown'a (Samps thia week beat remedy I have
room tenement and one 6
One
the
5
ed their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. for aalmon fishing, bat did not have ing cough." Thia remedy keeps
of Optioal Repair Work. Ohe»p«
;
<
leasena the severity and fre- «peculating.
00m tenement wtth stable room and ^ ^ Slade
Wm. Gammon, Sunday. Earl will stay
success, only a few being taken. K)ugh loose,
and
coun<
ras thought to be too early in tbe lu ency of the ooughing spells,
ind go to school here.
;arden with each.
ieraota any tendency toward pneumonia,
Bear· the
Men are the sport of circumstances
W. W. Durgin and L. J. Gammon have leason.
Λ
South
Shortlefl
CASTORIA For Infants and Childriri. Signature
for
sale
Co.,
Paris;
of
H. STUART,
Grand
by
The Morton family
Rapids,
their early peas sown.
J.
when the circumstances seem the sport
Of
John Adams is in search of a home to Kiohlgan, have arrived at their aummer tones Drag Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug if
South Paris, Me.
men.—B/roa.
I More, Norway.
< ake the
place of one that died reoeotly. nome.
The ninth annual

Ι ΛΓ
[ADA
J/ir-n-L/it,

A Floor Finish,
Wears Like |ron

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.

J. P. Richardson,

New

South Paris, Maine.

Souvenir

Postal Cards,

KTBW

HARNESS

TUCKER HARNESS STORE

JAMES INT. FAVOR

HOW TO AVOID GERM DISEASES.

Strengthen

Remember

f

the Stomach and

and You Will

Digestion,

Keep Well.

HARNESS,
ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,
ETC,

TRUNKS

SUIT

It k 6. W. Fiotighai
HILLS,

j

J

Money Saved!

glasses.

Crystalline

Eye Refractionist,

nt

Ill KM Ym Dim Ahmt ImvU

/

gemocrat.

Ibc Qjrfota

Μη. C. 6. Curtis has been in Bostoo
(or the past week.

Strawberries in the market—and good
ones too, at
twenty cent».
Deacon S. R. Parsons is seriously ill at
his home in the Bolster District.

sunn PARIS.
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Monday evening.
The Congregational pulpit was supplied on Sunday by Kev. Mr^ Woodworth of Lewiston.

Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Littlefield spent
Saturday aud a part of Sunday at his
former home in Bridgton.

"Y

«-\enlng. claM meeting, Friday

Kev. J. Wnllace Chesbro.
iav. prenchlng'-nice 10 45 a
«·» p.
Υ. Ρ s. C Ε
1.» y
..ting Τ p. Η ; Tuesday evening
free.
AH are
Seat!t 7 l".

-U—

f.„,

;

ν

-.t Church. Kev. J. H. Little. Pastor
-crvke every Sunday at 10:45 a. r.
at IS R·
Evening service, 7
...

r R·

*TATM> REtTISOe.
\

t

r

κ"

Regular
M.-Parl- I.odge, Xo. 'J*.
v
•-veiling on or before full moon.
_M ,m Mica Lodge, regular meetevening of cacn week.—Aurora
retail thirl Monday evening·

P.easan· Kcbekah Lodge, No.
," !
iml fourth Krtdays of each
11
! Fellows' Hall.
λ
K. Kimball Post, No. MBk meeu
thirl viturlay evening- of each
Λ. It Hall.
Κ
Kinball Relief Con·- meet* flret
-iitur-lay evenings ol each month. In
un* lla'l.
ill -Par;» Grange, from May 1 to «Xt. 1,
-t an 1 tlilrl Saturday; during the
the year. meeW every Saturday, in
M

.unt

..

u

He !

t-■:
s
,·

•
C —Second and fourth Mondays of
ii.'iiith.
ι.
p.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
t and fourth Wednesday evenln»·»
i> r, month.
M;»mlln I.odge, No. 31, meets ever>
*
ν,-nlngat Pythian Hall.
vv
.-linen of America—South Parts
..·
meets second and fourth Tues
l,olden (..'rose Hali.
in
g*
—Parrls Council, No. MM,
\:
I thirl Monday evenlnus at 7 Λ>.
-t
,,

■

V

I .xcll Mouse on Main Street was
ted with the sewer last week.
market of L. K. Cole has
!«»>*?< i <>ut. Mr. role's household
moved to Bryant's
have been
meat

:·»■♦· m

«

....

Γ .ml.

!.. M I.unt has moved her house.,ls from the tenement in Maxim
ti t·· Norway, where the family
.,<· taken rooms.
Mr'

J. Emeley went to Portland
of last week, to attend the
brother's wife, Mrs.
of her
hard A. Brown.

V
t

.i

«

r>t

·■

1.
\

e

,U'.·
■

iu

printed with the
by-law recently adopted bv the
corporation, and have been po*t-

aids have been

>'!

Rev. II. A. Clifford will deliver his
lecture "A Ramble in Europe" at West
Paris Wednesday evening.

;r,ii
^un
~

liberal numbers about the village.

Mrs John F. Stanley of Vuburn has
il cre for the past week caring for
Mr. SianV.v Wirt Stanley who is ill.
cv has also been here a part of the time.
Kev. A. W. Pottle, who resigned the
i-r.<rate of the Beacon Street Methodist
ureh at Bath, to which he was assignby the conference, will go to Buck-

held.

the outside of
begun. Amos
The body of
the church is in white, and the entrance·*
and tower in green.
The work of

painting

t e Universalist church has
A. Bin! is doing the work.

Mr. and Mrs. (irintil Stuart wish to
to the
express their heartfelt thanks
many friends whose aid and sympathy
helped them in their j;reat sorrow, and
for the many beautiful flowers sent as
t 'kens of love.
F V Shurtleff and family art* prt'parMr.
,
t., move into the Stowe house.
■NhurtlefTs house across the river m
which he is now living will he occupied
by Rev. Α Κ Baldwin when he comes
the first of June.
Mt Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F.. willI confer the third degree on two candidates
next Thursday evening. All members
,f the degree staff are earnestly reA full attendto be present.
ance of the members is also desired.

,,';ested

\n addition is being put on to the
.rth end of the paint shop at the factory of the 1'aris Manufacturing (. η. 1 H«
new part is about 30 x W feet. one-story
with monitor roof like the rest of the
building, and occupies all the available
■Λν..\ at that end of the company s plant,
.iuning to the street line. A
house is also to be built by the company
this season.

n

high

The official board of the Methodist
church meets in the church parlor this

...

i.

Haverhill,

Friday evening.

<

!

of

school seniors will play "A
Soldier of Fortune" at Paris ilill next

CHL'RCHKR.
«viatloeal C hurch. Preaching eerm »n l 7 00 p R.; Sundav School
ν
ί· *- K at 6Λ' Ρ r ; Church prayer
0 o'c'ock. All,
ν evening at 7
ι
,ιηιι· ted, are corllaily Invited.
trch. Kev H. A. Cliffoni. Pastor.
·ι
ii
rnlng praver me ting 9:3· A. R ;
to *5 a. m.; Sabbath Schoo
1 M
P.
Μ
g\M M· « ('.
* ; I>ra.v er meetΓ πι. fUu* 7 ου Ρ

m,

Γ

ar»

H ay den

Miss Susie L. Porter, who is
teaching
in Portland, has been at home for the
past week.

(dally. Sundavi
Sunday only

paris post offick.

«ui rii

Luella

Mass., is the guest of relatives here.

PARIS

'un· lay*

A. R

II-

80CTH

Norway' will
VOTE9

IN

LAND

TOWN

DAMAGES

MEKTING
IN THAT

TO

PA Γ

TOWN.

Under the second article, to see what
The reception of twelve members into sum of money the town would raise tc
the Uni versai ist church at Ε «eter makes aid in the construction of the railroad,
the present membership forty-eight.
Frank S. Gammon asked as to the locathe moderatoi
Master Gilbert Swett of Dorchester, tion of the railroad, but
Mass.. is with his grandparents, Mr. and was unable to give him any information.
Fred W. Sanborn moved that the town
Mrs. Jacob Nichols, for the summer.
raise a sum not exceeding 13500, and it
Kev. E. W. Pierce has gone to The was voted to proceed to ballot on that
Beeches. Paris Hill, where his services motion. The moderator stated that he
have again been engaged for the season. was informed that the committee of the
had ascertained that tbe
Frank Pike <»f Hebron has moved his board of trade
amount of land damages necessary to be
family into J. F. Doble'n rent on Pleasto secure the road would be
ant Street.
Mrs. Pike is a member of pledged
between $3000 and $3500.
the insurance tirm of C. E. Toi man Λ Co.
Tbe voting was by yes and no ballot,
Mrs. Sarah I'phaiu of Boston, a cousin the check list being used, and occupied
of Mrs. (iriutil Stuart,came last Wednes- nearly an hour. The vote was then deday to attend the funeral of Miss Olive clared, yes, 391, no, 13. The majority
in excess of the
M. Stuart, and will remain for a few being considerably
days with Mr. and Mrs. Stuart.
necessary two-thirds, the motion was
The announcecarried.
Subject at the Y. P. C. U. meeting undoubtedly
ment of the vote was
greeted with
next Sunday evening at the Universalist
and
cheers.
laughter
thanks
to
Man
and
church, "Expressing
Several motions regarding the details
God. The duty and value of spoken
uuanimous
were then passed, all by
thanks to men, and of thankful prayer
The first was that the money be
vote.
to God."
raised by loan by the seleetmen, on the
The annual meeting of the Woman s best terms obtainable.
The next motion carried was that such
Christian Temperance
Union will be
held at the home of Mrs. S. C. Ordway part of the sum voted as shall be used by
Thursday afternoon at :> o'clock, for the railroad to liquidate land damages in
election of officers, also to choose dele- this town be paid to the railroad by
gates to the county convention. A full the authorized agents of the town when
the road shall be graded, ballasted, and
attendance is desired.
rails laid, from the starting point in NorThe Oxford Blacksmiths' Association
through Norway, Waterford and
will hold their annual meeting at Engine way
to Kast Stoneham.
House Hall, South Paris. Saturday, May Albany
As committee to act as agents for the
All black13th, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
town in the expenditure of the money
smiths are cordially invited.
Dinner
choice was made of Albert J. Stearns,
will be served b\ the Good Cheer Society
B. Foster and John A. Roberts.
at Good Cheer Hall.
Dr. Ingliss. V. S., Henry
The meeting then adjourned.
of Auburn, will give a lecture on the
Base Ball.
anatomy of a horse, particularly of the
leg and foot, some time during the sesPond easily defeated Norway
Bryant's
sion.
at the fair grounds Fast Day by a score
The Norway team was a
Mrs. Stevens of Westbrook, Grand of 21 to 8.
<>f
made
the
Rebekah
Warden
Assembly,
picked team from the two villages, and
an official visitation to the Kebekah not uutil the game was begun was it
district meeting, which was held with possible to tell who was going to play—
Mt. Pleasant Lodge Friday evening. and thee one man was taken from the
There wa* a good attendance of mem- crowd to make the necessary nine men.
bers and a fair delegation from Mt. Hepe
Bryant's Pond pounded Rich for 17
Lodge of Norway. The degree was con safe hits, and, aided by 14 errors by the
feired on six candidates, and after the Norway team, easily made their scores.
close of the lodge refreshments were Only two men on the Bryant's Pond
team were charged with errors, while all
served and a social hour was enjoyed.
but two of the Norway team made one
Mrs. Jennie, wife of William P. Mor- or more errors. The score:
ton, died at her home in this place about
BRYANT'S POND.
o'clock M.>n lay morning after an illAU. it. Β 11. P.O. A. K.
ness from diabetes which had been grad0
6
2
2
2
F. Farnum, 2 b
ually increasing in severity for nearly a Shaw,
0
4
4
10
7
l.f
year, although she had kept about the .!. Farnum, ρ
1
0
3
1
5
2
0
113
3
6
house until a very few days before hei Ce.irce. c
0
0
3
4
2
6
death. Mrs Morton's former home was Billings, f
3
1
5
2
2
4
lii>wker,3-b
in New York state, but she came here Emerv, r.f
"
1
6
J0
3
0
1
3
4
with her husband about ten years since. Kuwc, m...
0
0
1
11
2
..6
Besides her husband. Mrs. Morton leaves Davie, 1-b
E.
une son bv a former marriage. Ε.
3
15
21
27
SO
17
Totale,
Whitnev of Port Jervis, Ν. Y., who with
NORWAY.
•lis wife arrived here Sunday evening.
E.
Α.Η
Κ. Β.II. r.O. A.
The funeral will be held at 4 o'clock
3
5
2
110
Ilou 1er,
I Tuesday afternoon.
0
10
4
10
l.f...
.lorlau,
4
10-223
3-b...
Lowell,
the
South
Parie
of
Λ special meeting
0
2
0
1
3
3
r.f...
Llbby,
3
1
2
5
1
12
Village Corporation has beeu called at Monoey, 1-b.
0
1
uext
2
Hall
1
2
4
c.f.
eveniug.
Fletcher,
Lngine
Friday
0
3
114
4
3-b...
Far.Id,
as
stated
The
:.']0.
at
7
purpose
May
6
13
2
2
4
c
Shaw,
in the warrant is. "To see what action
0
1
0
3
0
4
Rich, ρ
the corporation will take relative to the
15
14
10
27
8
37
Totale
recent act of the legislature granting the
Score by Inning*.
right to establish a lighting plant, and
to cho.ise such committees as may be
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 »-Tot*l·
deemed advisable to cause an investiga- Itryant'e t'on<l,..3 0 7 7 0 0 2 2 0—21
0
0300004 1—8
I
and
available,
of
water
Norway
the
tion
powers
Klret L<a->r on balle,
Two-tia-e hit, C. Shaw.
to do such other preliminary work as
Struck out, by Farnum
5.
η
Rich
by Par utn, by
may be deemed necessary relative to the 2, bv Mich 4
Double ( lay·, Rowe Farnum.
Hit by pitched ball, |,y
same." As indicated, the work to be i 1) ivK I'.trlln Itonney
done at thrs meeting is purely prelimi- t'amum 3, by Rich 1. Umpire, Shaw. Scorer,
nary, aud will consist principally of the

llojjse

|

""

Wanted.

I am still at the Andrews Home,
South Paris, and selling the fineetpianoi
and organs, new and second hand, at the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.

PEELED PULPW00D.

■

The town of Norway hu well done it I
part toward the building of the Oxfor 1
Central Railroad through Norway •
Waterford and Albany to Eaat Stone
ham. At a town meeting Saturday aftei Γ
ηυυη it was voted without debate, am 1
almost unanimously, there being onl;
thirteen votes in opposition, to pay th
land damages in Norway, to an amoun t
not exceeding $3500. This sum is re
garded as sufficient
The interest in the matter was mani
fested by the size of the crowd of voter I
which filled the ball and swarme<
around the doors when the hour ο
meeting, 2 o'clock, arrived.
Town Clerk Curtis called the meeting
to order, and Hon. A. S. Kimball w«
unanimously chcrsen moderator.
Taking the chair Moderator Kimbal
read the rest of the warrant, and mad»
explanation of the procedure which wai
to be followed in transacting the busi

ness.

Put Day Shoot of Co. D at Norway.
Co. D, 1st Regiment, enjoyed theii
annual Fast Day shoot at their range
CHURCHES.
Thursday, with the following result.
Second Congregational Church, Rev. Β 6
A baked bean dinner was served on the
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday
class order and style. The
1030 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. 8 I range in first

NORWAY.

Aid the Railroad.

E., Sundav Kvenlng, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meet
log, 7:00 P. M ; regular weekly Ρ raj er Meeting •
»
Tuesday evening.
Universalis! Church, Rev. 8. <*. Davis
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 3 i
A. M. Sabbath 8chool, 1ΪΛ0; Y. P.C. U. meet
Ing, 7 Λ0 P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooke, Pastor
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M. :
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meetlni
Epworth League, Sundaj
Friday evening.
evening, β Λ0 P. M.
Baptist Church, Rev. Ε S. Cotton, Pastor
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabb ith School
12 .-00 M. ; Prayer Meeting. Sunday evening 7 Ρ
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
C.

_

fully justifies Inspector Dili's
report of Company D, in which he says:
work

figure of merit." Badge
still held by Sergt. Stiles. Scores at 200,
300 and 500 yards respectively. Possible
guard on

its

at each range, 50:
Sergt. M. P. Stllee,

129
4 45434554 4—<2
544454444 5-43
333555835 5-40

Corp. S. S. Maxim

Prlv. T. M.

Twltchell,

4 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4-40
855444443 4—40
55444555 5 2-44

Lieut. F. Λ.

Haylcn,

3 34444344 4-37
55445554 3 4-45
544454344 4-41

124

Evenln/,

123
4 44445444 4—41
444444544 4-41
443445525 3-3»

Corp. Geo. T. Tubli·

121

Sergt. W. P. Marti ton,

of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- MaJ. B. F. Ilra>lbury
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wednee lav evenings of each month.
Ο U. Δ. M.—Norway anil South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday Sergt. C. A. MarHton,
evening.
U. O. P. P.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 193, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
meeta second and fourth Thursday evenings of
e-'irh month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet' In Ryer»nn hall, every Thursday evening, Septeml>er to
May. firrt and third Thursday evenings, May to

Prlv. G. A.

2 4 3 5 3 3 3 4 5 i-35
4 4 3 5 4 X 4 3 5 4-3W
3 5 4 4 3 3 2 5 3 4 -3'i
no
3 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 0 4-31
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3-31
0 5 4 5 3 4 4 5 5 5—I'·

The steamer Pennesseewassee has a
The
landing place at the corn shop.
steamer was started this week with Carl

engineer.

F.

Street Commissioner Wood is greatly
improving the westerly end of Maple
S'reet by filling in and grading the way.
Eugene W. Bartlett of Lynn. Mass.,
came to town the first of the week for
Mr. Barilett
his annual fishing trip.
was formerly a Norway boy and has lots
of friends in town.·
Mrs. Mary Lowell of the Augusta
hospital is with Mrs. Henry J. Bangs,
who was operated upon for appendicitis
Tuesday forenoon. Mrs. Bangs is doing
very well and promises to make an early

4 43444444 o—35
4 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 2-34
2 0 0 3 4 3 3 3 3 3—24
83
3 2 5 4 4 2 4 3 3 3—35
0 3 3 4 Λ 4 2 4 4 4-33
0 0 2 5 2 4 2 2 4 4—25

Corp. Robert TuftH

The above scores were slow fire, that
is, time allowance one minute per shot.
After the match was completed, those
experts of the company who were piesent fired on·· score each of timed fire at
200 yards; the allowance
being 30
seconds for five shots, scores as follows:

recovery.
C. B. Cummings & Sons have moved
their logs from Norway Lake to the ice
house near Crockett's turn. The channel above the mill and opposite the corn
shop is filled with logs, much to the disgust of the Norway boat house owner*
on ilie channel as it is quite impossible
to run the steamer or move the boats
under the present circumstances. It is
expected that some arrangements will
soon be made whereby both the business

OnCRTLEFF A CO.

A.

We

of these are qualifying scores, it
being necessary to score but 25 points at
this class of fire to obtain an expert
All

qualification. Besides, however, one
must make enough with ten shots at 200,
oU0, 500 and 000 yards and one «kirmisli
20 shuts, to make a total of 2:35, and
with best score of 10 shots each at 800
and 1000 yards, make 75.
run,

ana pleasure may m η weaniue un»c accommodations upon the water.
Mrs. L. M. Lunt and family bave taken
rooms of George Noyes.
They moved to
the village from South Paris this week.
Geo. F. Millett has returned from the
Central Maine General Hospital where
he has been for some time past.
The Easter concert at the Universalist
church Sunday evening was a most
pleasant affair. The church was crowded and many were turned away unable
to secure seats or standing room.
Rev. E. S. Cotton of the Baptist
church preached at the union cervices at
the Methodist church Fast Day at 10:30.
During the absence of Rev. B. S.
Rideout there were services at the Con\V. R.
gregational church as usual.
Redden of Bates College 'supplied both

are

fishing trip.

αλ

υΐ

ΛΛ

WHEELER.

J.

again.

High Degree.

^
a

successful

ErO,

REELS,

Fit and Fashion.

15 CENTS TO $3.00.

There
You

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

I F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
F.

RHVRTLErF àt, CO.

A.

IHtRTLEFF *

A.

F.

This

Are

arriving

every

for

day

Spring

and Summer

decorate it.

\ou can

But for $/00

means

th.it

mechiuically

pearance, the fact that

CO.

instantly

it

ern-

foot.

We are solo agent· for Pari· and Norway for

Eyelets,

would

nothing

women

seem

Never Wear

choose

indicate

to

fit

to see them

your

Brassy.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Keith's Konqueror for Men

As for its ap-

hundred thousand

It costs

Fast Color

wear.

one

a

perfect.

it is

above all other shoes

that it is attractive

SHOES

SHOES

elaborate,

more

of

e

pair you cannot
make a better shoe than ^\ueen Quality, having regard
and Fashion.
solely to the two great essentials 0/ Fit
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SHOES

is

make it

can

beliislf it, and all th:t.

J Maine.

j
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things which can't be improved.
the Queen Quality shoe for women.

are some

things

these

Hooks, Sink'rs, B.iskets, Flies, Leaders, Etc., Etc.

2 Stores,

OXFORDS $2.50.

$3.00.

BOOTS

SILK, LINEN AND COTTON.
χ CENT TO S2.00.

VL, IMPC
11 ^

Furnisher,

ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

At 0Q.5O, and

Telephone (06-3.

Revelation for Ladies
δβ·00·
Two

leading

largest

lines

on

We fchall have

the market.

stocks to select from

ever

W. 0. &. G. W.
SOUTH

one

of the

shown in town.

Frothingham,
MAINE.

PARIS,

large

just

again

Spring

Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes

Harry of Drug Store, Norway.
Mrs.
Tlie first game was Yarmouthville are at H. J. Bangs'.
should be thoroughly aud carefully done ning two games.
Moth Gra/s Swret Powderi for Children,
care for her daughter's
Successfully une * by Mother Gray, nurse In the
with a team from the toy shop, and was Dean comes to
and there is undoubtedly a
house
and
Children'* Home In New York. Cure Feverishfamily.
The next
on the part of the people to understand
won by a score of 20 to 5.
We understand that Mrs. W. W. Hoop- ness, Ifad Stomach, Teething Disorders. move
the matter fully before any definite liante "was with the Norway shoe shop
i>ml regulate the Bowels anil Destroy Worms.
There should be a team and was won by a score of 12 to 4. er will make her home with her sister, Over 30,000 testimonial» They never/nil. At nil
The funeral of Miss Olive M. Stuart action is taken.
at Weymouth, Mass.
Mrs.
Carrie
Hall,
25c. Sample FRE&. Aiidress, Allen
and
druggists,
the
team
The Norway
meeting.
play
got enough
Thursday afternoon was attended by good attendance at
The members of Co. D, let Regt., S. Olmsted, l.c Roy, Ν. Y.
was stopped in the seventh inning.
Kev II A
Clifford and Kev. J. II.
of
Odd
to
a
attendance
There was large
now looking forward
Are You I'llag Allen'· Foot «Ease!
At the fair grounds the same forenoon X. G. S. M., are
Little. There was singing by the male
rellows and Kebekahs at the Odd Felannual encampment when they will
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
a
team
A profusion of beautitul
luartette.
composed of players from the into
for
lows' annual sermon at the L'niversalist
camp at Augusta Aug. 12,
powder. It cures Corns, Iluulons, Painful,
Crockett Ridge succeeded in winning go
liowers from many sources, and more
church Sunday atteraoou. Nearly 1Î0
Smarting. Hot, Swollen feet. At all Druggists
from Norway High School in the most one week.
es·*» iallv the large attendance of friends
shoe Stores, 25c.
and
the
was
before
were in the procession which marched
Dr. A. D. Parmenter
of the day by the close
testified to the love and esteem in which
The sing- interes'ing game
trom the hall to the church.
municipal court Wednesday charged with
Miss >tnart was held, and the sympathy
score of t> to 5.
Kev.
medicine. For want of eviing was by the Schubert Quartette.
Born.
At the brick school house yard in the practicing
felt for those especially bereaved.
II. A. Clifford of the Methodist church,
he was discharged, it
South Paris Grammar dence to convict
the
afternoon
In Rumford Falls. April 14, to the wife of Geo
Uobert Wheeler, who was injured m and Kev. Mr. Woodworth of Lewieton
he had in no way violated
School team defeated the Paris Hill appearing that
McMcnuamln, a son.
t:.e hall same on Saturday. April J.il, who supplied that day at the Congreto
the
law
relative
the
subject.
In Norway, April 8, to the wife of G. W.
Grammar for the second time, the final
although η .w doing well, was in quite gational church, assisted in the services. score in this
A special meeting of the Norway Adams, a daughter.
12 to 7.
being
game
In
Greenwood. April 21, to the wife of A.
of
firs
the
the
the
Kev. J. {J. Little,
serious condition for a white
pastor, gave
Board of Trade was held at Engine
A game at the fair grounds on the
Newton l'-rycnt, a daughter.
last week. As the effect of the blow sermon, from the two texts, "It is not
House Hall Tuesday evening at which
teams
between
of
Fast
Day,
morning
A-hich he received just below the heai
good for man to be alone," and, "Be- from South Paris and Norway made up the committee on electric road to WaterMarried.
there was an internal hemorrhage cane- hold, how good and how pleasant it is
a report.
their
in
of
early teens, resulted β ford made
boys
to dwell together in
in·' a clot to form which impeded the for brethien
The members of Norway Lodge, No.
foreto 4 in favor of Norway.
Saturday
i. tion of his heart.
For a day or two he unity." It was an able setting forth of
In South Paris, April 30, by Rev. >1. H. Little,
I. 0. 0. F., observeid the eightynoon they played a return game, result- 1β,
Franklin Swett anil Miss Lois Lee
!,ad great difficulty in breathing, but t he necessity of association and mutual
sixth anniversary of the order by meet- Mr. (baric;
of
a
score
Paris
of
South
in
favor
by
l.aphmi both of Paris.
the clot was finally absorbed and the help to bring out the best that is in men. ing
at their hall at 9:30 Λ. m. Sunday
In Berlin, Ν. H., April 25, Mr. Daniel McCoy
ing
« to 5.
and the beauty of the principles of
danger removed.
morning and attendine divine services and Miss Florence Murphy, both <f Rumford
love and truth on which CURED HIS MOTHER OF RHEUM- at the M. E. church, Rev. C. A. Brooks Falls
The town assessors have got well friendship,
In Bethel, April 23, Mr. George N. Sanborn
Odd Fellowship is founded, closing with
pastor.
and Miss (letter May Kimball, both of Htthel
ATISM.
enough along with their work to de- some significant and impressive figures
the
and
In Rumford Falls, Apr*) 20, bv J. L. Howard,
during
Hills
Cole,
jewelers,
termine the tax rate. The total valua
"My mother has been a sufferer for summer months will close their stores E=q., Mr. Geo W. Wright of Mexico and Miss
showing the great work of relief and
tioii is * 1,330.200, again of only $4.U40
W.
Maude E. Rollins of Rumford Fall·.
with
rheumatism,"
says
many years
done by the order.
except Mondaye and
While there was quite a charity
over last year.
"At times every evening
H. Howard of Husband, Pa.
Saturdays.
little increase in some lines, farm stock,
Bof.STKK DISTHICT.
she was unable to move at all, while at
Died.
Harry Lane, Fred Kelley and Daniel
I preespecially cows, was reckoned at a rathall times walking was painful.
B. A. Kinney of Lowell, Mass.. is at
Delany'as a result of a happy and rather
lhe
er low valuation about April 1st.
sented her with a bottle of Chamber- boisterous
in
at
Lane's
shop
gathering
In South Paris, May 1, Mrs. Jennie, wife of
total assessment is *25.433.+», aboi » W. K. Clifford's.
lain's Pain Balm and after a few appli- the rear of the
telephone office, appear- William P. Morton, aged 44 jears.
sj imjihn) less than last year, and tne
We expect that weliding bells will cations she decided it was the most won- ed before
In Bethil, April 20. Mrs. Betsey, widow of
Davis
morning,
Monday
Judge
raie is 17 1-2 mills against 2 cents hist ring here in the near future.
Phlneas «learn-. ag<!d «3 years.
derful pain reliever she had ever tried, after an
evening at Paris jail, and paid
In New York, April 19. Miss Mamie Rose
war.
Number of polls taxed. 5»IU
and
now
it
without
is
never
she
in
fact,
a tine each of &> and costs amounting to Rubens of Canton, aged 1? years.
Mrs. Chan. Gowell spent Fast Day with
An occaagainst U2tf last year. This does not l>>
is at all times able to walk.
In Welchvllle, April 23, Melville B. Warren,
about
$17.
Albert
Mrs.
sister.
her
ati
>n.
Kyerson.
anv means indicate a loss in popu
58 years.
sional application of Pain Balm keeps
James Morgan was sentenced to 30 age-i
lu Portland, April 24, Lizzie May (Tobin), wife
as the reduced number is due to tue la
Mrs. F. K. Witham spent the past away the pain that she was formerly
in Paris jail by the Muncipal Court of Richard A. Brown.
days
passed by the last legislature, exempt- week in Yarmouth, the guest of Mrs. troubled with."
For sale by Shurtleff
In Brockton, Mass., April 20, Mrs. Eliza M„
Monday.
ing from poll tax soldiers of the civil Herbert Kobinsou.
wife of Warren E. L<wle—a mtlve of Paris.
& Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
James L. Chase of Parie Hill deliverr
In Stow, April 19, Moses Kastman, aged l'S
war who are not assessed on more
Oxford; Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
ed fruit trees in town during the week. years. 11 months.
.James Record was in this place last
There are
*:.oo worth of property.
In Rumfo d Falls, April 18, Edwin M., son of
at Oscar Barrows' rent
Fire at Milford
Friday destroyed
«juite a large number of old soldiers in Thursday looking
W. D. Heed, aged 3 years. 2 months, 8 days.
feet
and
In
Herself.
town who are exempt under Jhis law. which will soon be vacated.
1,000,000
Drowned
Norway, April 23, Mrs. Gertrude A. (Tenbuildings
Mrs.
twenty-one
Hayes
a loss roughly estigue) Hayes, aged 4*) years, β months
Miss Eunice Fobes, who is teaching in of lumber, causing
Fast Day, alias Farce Day, alias Base
mated at ♦50,000. The buildings deBall !>av. was enjoyed to the full here. W aketield, Mass., will spend her vacaLAST TUESDAY
AT
NORWAY
SUICIDE
week in Orange, N. J the stroyed included the Episcopal church,
Ueally, this is about the most useful and tion of next
MORNING.
the Maine Central station, the town hall,
VV.
Pratt]
Mrs.
A.
of
her
sister,
it
>ew
ami
guest
healthful holiday of the year,
three stores aud fifteen dwellings. The
England couservati»ui should ever gel
I have a case of the tooth picks
buildings were small. While watching
A Land of Lakes and Islands.
The body of Mrs. C. Thomas Hayes of
its courage up to the poiut of abolishing
which received the gold medal at the
the fire with a party of friends, Miss
was found in Tannery Brook, in
a dav which has lost its significance, it
At a point 14."» miles north of the city
Norway
last year
Alice M. Averill, a well known and that
IS to be hoped that something will be of Toronto, Canada, on the Grand Trunk
village, Tuesday morning of last World's Fair at St Louis
Old Town lady, dropped dead
week. Mrs. Hayes was missed from lier I and sold there hy millions at ioc. a
substituted for it that will give people a Railway System is reached one of the prominent
from heart disease, supposed to have home about 5 a.
m., and a search was in- box
day in which to get out and make merry most magnificent districts in the "High- been
Thoe is 1200 in a box beautideveloped to the fatal point by the stituted, which led to the discovery of
in the open, and till their lungs with the lands of Ontario," known as the "Lake
at
ν finishtd,
full
excitement.
was
It
o'clock.
after
8
the body a little
balmy spring air. The day this year of Bays' District. The region comI
can srll this !ot ; t 5c
end».
bot'i
of
two
in
about
feet
over
face
was only the second really nice sprints
upward
One of the greatest blessings a modest lying
prises a series of connected lakes,
η
<lav we have ha«i, following the coo which
large steamers are navigated. man can wish for is a good, reliable set water, near the Beal Street bridge. A
was
considered unnecessary.
of
the
Lake
so
adds
to
winds which have blown
Bays ; of bowels. If you are not the happy inquest
persisteutly What greatly
Mrs. Hayes had not been well for some
for several weeks. It seemed as if every- value as a health-giving and sportsman's ί
possessor of such an outfit you can
fxMiy was out, some walking or seeing resort is the unmatched purity of the jjreatly improve the efficiency of those time, and for a few weeks her mind h.id
air one brea'hes upon its heights. The !
Cham- been slightly affected, though no danMayflowers, many riding for
you have by the judicious use of
He.
but the larger number either playing visitor forgets his ills under its reviving berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablete. erous tendencies had been noted.
South
Mrs. Hayes leaves, besides lier husthe national gam·· or watching ot ier. influence in less than a week. Its bracare pleasant to take and agreeable
i
They
Wen
winter
has
emfor
the
Commissioners' \oilec
plav. Not less than six match games ol iug morning breeze, which rivals the I in effect. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., band, who
in Portland, a son, Charles R.,
ball weie played during the dav, ot celebrated atmosphere of Pike's Peak, South
Norwav. April 18th, 1H0S.
S».
I'aris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford: ployed
, OXFORD,
I.
Mrs.
Gertrude
ν trious grounds within a mile of Market
having been duly apaud two daughters,
I «V, the undersigned.
Col., imparts new lung power and fresh Noyee Drugstore, Norway.
onorable Judge of 1 lobat··,
l
the
·Ι
te
also
two
H.
Josie
and
ρ
Record
Hayes,
by for said
Square.
vitality. Handsome illustrated publicaau<(
couiity, romiiilsidoncr* to
I within
tions sent free on application to J. QuinSick headache results from a disorder· sisters, Mrs. G'. L. DeCosta and Gertrude ; rect-lve at.d eclde upon the rlalms of the croultM.
A large number of members of Moun
J.
Mrs.
and
a
late of Allmny, In
cured
9.
is
Packird,
MonB
maventure
and
mother,
of
P.
Station.
bj
ors
Α..
!
ed stomach
Stephen
tan, D.
quickly
Teague,
Mica Lodge, Kebekahsand invited
Her maiden name was Louise sal 1 countv, deceased, whose estate ha· been
treal.
ι Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab Teague.
ln«»'vent.
I
hereby give public notice
rep-eeei'ted
attended the exercises in Odd fellows
let·. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., Soutt Teague, aud her age 40 years.
I agn-p ible to the oriler of said Judge of Probate,
Hall Thursday eveuing, in observance ο
In appreciation of the distinguished I'aris; Noyee Drug Store, Norway; Jonei ι
that six months from and aft«*r this date. April
the eighty-sixth
1-tli Α. I». 1.105, have been allowed to saldcrrdlrcareer of Dr. Seth C. Gordon of Portland
anniversary of
Suicide at Rnmford Falls.
Drug Store, Oxford.
ors to present ami prove their claims, and that
Fellowship. Charles 11. Howard. Nobh Ί as a surgeon and bis worth as a man the
wo will at end to the duty assigne·! us at ti e
(irand of Mount Mica Lodge, presu e»
Rnlse for Dr. True's Elixir.
physiciaus of Maine have determined to
ο dire of Eugene F Smith
Esq., at Norway, In
C.
LYON DESPONDENT HE •aid County of Oxford, on June 1H, A. D. 1U05,
NKWUAN
over the exercises
and the officers_o celebrate the fiftieth anniveraaiy of the
>^
from
The
testimonial,
following
D
1905, at ten of the clock
and ο > Oct >ber 18. A.
<
medicine by giving j
the bulge were at their stations.
OF IMPEDIMENT IN HIS SPEECH.
In the forenoou of each of said day·.
j doctor's practice of
mother, la only one of the mauy we an I CAUSE
(irand Master of the Grand Lodge " him a diuner. The invitation of the
JOHN A. ROBERT», Ι
from all parti of th<
MOSES P. STILES,
Maine. I .eon 8. Merrill of Solon. wa 1 doctors to Dr. Gordon and the latter'* daily receiving
:
a
division
country
C.
Newman
superinLyon,
present and made a brief hut appro reply have beeu given and received and
March ST, 1905.
Union,
Mb.,
the
of
Continental
in
the
mill
XOTICK
tendent
priate and eloquent address. Remark 1 the dinner will be given on the evening
Da. J. V. Τκυκ,
the Unlte«l States for the
Paper Bag Co. at Rumford Falls, com In the Otatricl Cnr.rt of
Auburn, Me.
appropriate to the occasion were a s< of June Oth, which is the nigbt before
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
himself witb
made by l'ast Grand Master A·'
the annual meeting of the Maine Medical I Peak Sir: KucIom·* yo t will And25 cent* to r m it ted suicide by shooting
no
)
one box of Worm Wafer*.
My youigeet
a revolver Thursday afternoon, in one I In (be matter of
Tike of Norway, and Kev. 11. A. .ifford • Association in Portland.
WILLIS O. RECORD,
! show· ►ymptonis of having worms, ami 1 knot of the warerooms of the mill. Mr,
( In Bankruptcy,
Kev. J. B. Little and Hon. James
of outh Pail·, Β nkrupt. )
that > our worm medicine* wtll (five prompt Λ
was 23 years of age and leaves s
at West Peru.
ooktor
Burned
William
Mill
olilent
sou. Capt.
Lyon
Ilef
Mv
Record In the
of
WI'll·
0.
!
creditor·
the
To
Wright of South Par's. Intersperse*
now a wa captain, waa. when a b»y. sickly an *
widow and a nine months old son. In ι County of < >xford and district aforesaid :
with the speaking was a programme ο
The saw mill at West Peru owned by In
We gave him your R'lxlr an
tt
e 29th day of
on
poor heath
that
Is
Notice hereby given
to his wife the young man assignee
entertainment, comprising music y ai • Anstiu A Putnam was burned Sundar, he grew ami thrived on It. We believe lttavt 1 letter
Record waa
April, A. D 1906, toe said Willis O.that
as the reason for his awful deed de
Youra respectfully,
life.
hi
indo
the Ut si
Loss
about
and
2.{d.
and
the
solos
|*000;
vocal
orchestra,
quartettes
duly a<ijudlcaieu bankrupt,
Mus. John Cookson
to an impediment in liii meeting of lit· creditor· will be held at the Coutl
due
spondency
solos
»u
ranee.
trombone
two
and
recitations,
Ml'
of
17th
on
the
South
day
t<
>
In
Purls,
uuable
witl speech which he had been
troubled
are
Houee,
Many
L. M. Irish of West Paris. It was a
A. D. lute, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wli'rli
oculist, will be at the worms, but are treated for sometbin ί overcome.
excellent programme throughout, an 1
time the said creditors may attend, prove then
Klin House, Norway, Thursday of thii else. A valuable book on diseases u f
Lyon bad been oonneeted with the baj ;1 claim·, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
was received with much appreciation b f
transact such other bu élues* as may proper)]
children, which should be in the baud • mill ever since it was built, was one ο 1 and
the audience. After the bened etion b it week.
most valued employes, and witl , • oome before said meeting.
of every mother, will be sent free to an
the chaplain, ice cream and cuke wer à
South Pari·, May 1.19&.
to Dr· Pwm<u>^ addreea on request to Dr. J. F. True <
°,d
GEO. A. WILSON,
good prospects of promotion in thi
served, and a social hour was spent in "
In Bankruptcy
service of the company.
Co., Auburn, Me.
fore the company dispersed.
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A Shoe of

From tlie Cbapin, S. C., News: Early
stock of
received a
and we have
has come
in the spring ray wifo and I were taken
with diarrhœa and and so severe were
the puins that we called a physician who
prescribed for us, but his medicines I
failed to give any relief. Λ friend who
SULKY PLOWS, SWIVEL PLOWS. PLAT LAND PLOWS.
had a bottle of Chamberlain's C'olic,
Cholera and liiarrhœa Remedy on hand
DISK HARROW8 from 10 inch to 20 inch, CUTAWAY
£»:ivo each of us a dose and we at once HARROWS from 16 to 20
inch, SPRING TOOTH HARROWS
felt the ctfocts. I procured a bottle aud
to 18 teeth
before using the entire contents we were from 8 teeth
ECLIPSE aud KINO OP CORN FIELD CORN PLANTERS.
entirely cured. It is a wonderful remedy and should be found in every houseTHE EUREKA POTATO PLANTER.
h 'ld. II. C. Bailey. Editor. This remMANURE SPREADERS, ETC.
edy is for sale by Shurtleff & Co., South

son

popul <r prices.

MAINE.
127-129 ΠΑΙΝ STREET, NORWAY,

STEEL, BAMBOO AND LANCEWOOD,
10 CENTS TO $5.00.

DO HQ

Γ,η.

ι,Γ;ΐ

shown at

ONE LOT SEPARATE SKIRTS of good brilliantine, in blue, brown and green,
$3.98
seventeen gore, loose plaits at bottom, good length,
elsewhere.
Skirts
before
See our line of better
buying

eUTBTLEFF * CO.

A.

for ever) thing· needed for

headquarters

■W
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2 2 3 ft 5 3 3 4 4 4-35
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I'rlv. Λ. II. Curtis
I W
Na?h
Prlv. T. M. Twltchell,

F.

Is here

Sergt. L. II. I>aughraty,...4 44453444 4—40
3 3 4 4 5 3 3 4 4 4-37
Corp. S S. Maxim
3 4 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 β-3β
Se'gt M I', stllee
Capt.

one* ever

THE FISHING SEASON
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pilot and Eugene Stevens I'rlv. R. I'oucher,

and evening.
On Penley Field Thursday forenoon, morning
choice of committees to do the imporMrs. A. M. Dean and
This work the sled factory team succeeded in wintant work of investigation.

S. M. KING,
South Paris, Me. '

5 3 4 4 2 3 5 4 4 3- 37
2 3 5 444353 3—3fi

day.

as

farm

|

a

Sergt. L. 11. Daughraty, ...3 5 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 4-iO
113

prettiest

of the

collar,

PROBATE NOTICES.
Γο all persona interested^) either of tbe estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Conrt. In vacaUon, at Paris,
in and for the County of Oxford, on tbe 28th day
if April, In tbe year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and Ave. tbe following matter
thereupon
laving been presented for the action
iereln&fter Indicated, It is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In·
«rested, by causing a copy of tbls order to be
three weeis successively in tbe Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Pryeourg, on the
Irst Tuesday of Jane, A. D. 1U06, at nine of the
:lock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
hey see caase :
ERNEST E. WARD,minor, of Hiram; final
iccount presented for allowance by Edwin L.
Poor, guardian.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

Wanted.
good man for all round
work, by the season or the year. \

To hire

3 4 3 4 4 4 2 5 4 4-37
4 4 4 3 4 3 5 4 4 3-88
4 4 4 2 3 5 3 4 4 5—38

S. D. Andrews is thoroughly repairing,
painting and papering the Bnynton
and B»-al
Marston
house, corner of
I
Streets. L. O. Burt is doing the work. I'rlv. Λ. IT. Cuitli
The members of Mt. Hope Lodge of
Rebekahs werefinvited to attend the
district meeting of the order held with
Mt. Pleasant Lodge at South Paris FriI'rlv. W. M Itimeel1

W.

{

and transact such other business as may property come before said meeting.
South Paris, April 24, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

113

I

Many

now.

LOY S. EY8TER, South Paris, Maine, ONE LOT of good white lawn, yoke in front of fine tucks and embroidered is·
neat
211 TremontSt., Boston, Mass.
sertion, insertion down front, wide plaits front and bnck. I art;·· uleeve,

For Sale.

)
In Bankruptcy.
JOSHUA L.CAMPBELL,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Joshua L. Campbell In
the County of Oxford r.nd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
April, A. D. 1906, the said Joshua L. Campbell
fu duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on tbe lOtl. day of May,
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors mar attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt

"ϊϊβ

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4-«o
433444 3 33 5-30
435423354 4—37

Capt. J. W. Na-ll,

styles

117
5 44445443 4—41
445434445 4-41
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Wednesday evenings.

Crommettas

In the matter of

4 4 3 443434 3-.%
4 3 4 4 2 4 4 5 4 4-38
3 4 5 4 4 2 5 4 5 4-40

Russell,

Corp. A. !.. Wjman,

The Pauline Hammond Co. gave some
very pleasing entertainments at the
Opera House Monday, Tuesday and

Tuesday morning.

118
4 43343554 4-3
44544444 5 4-12
044 3 53453 5-36

If you want distinction in style, get your Lawn Waists at Smiley's.
VVe have all sizes in all
You will neeJ several before the season is over.

ONE LOT of better lawn, tucks front and back, embroidered fronts and lace
$l»49
50 bushels nice seed potatoes.
....
insertion, large sleeve, tucked cufT, neat waist,
✓
MAINE. Also
WEST PARIS,
7 good new milch cows. Cows
lace
rows
ONE LOT of fine organdy, round yoke in front of fine tucks and three
all right and in good condition and
HOTICE.
tucked
in
back,
insertion
cuff,
across
insertion
rows
lace
two
sleeve,
insertion,
In the Dletnct Court of the United State· for the
—.
Sa.50
price is all right.
tbe District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
very neat,

4 44554544 4-44

444534434 3-38
533444244 4-37

or

Ε. H. PIKE,

1<4

Septemlier.

Μγβ. Charles E. Holt was operated
upon for a growtli on the side of the
neck at Dr. King's hospital at Portland

3 44434454 4—38
444344545 4—43
555555553 5-48
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full moon.
I. υ. O. F.—Norway I.odg".— Regular meeting
In Odd Ft-Hows' Hall, every Tuesday
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, m eft* In Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday EvenInge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
No. 38, mi'ete on flret and third Friday of each
month.
K. of Ρ
Rewilar meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
No.
D'.vielon,
12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of II.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdavs of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.-Han-v Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening

Spruce^

"Company D of the First Infantry, Nor- and
way, has the honor of leading the entire any etalion.

STATED MKKTIM08.

FAA M. Reeular meeting of Oxford Lodje
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on oi
bef ire full <roon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
No. 29. assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A S. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners. Wednesday evening aftei

Write for
cash or on easy payments.
Fir, Brmloek list of bargains. I have the best self
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
Poplar delivered at to
bear it.

White Lawn

Also

A full line of International Harvester Co.

disposition

Engines

Gasoline

Don't f;til to call and

see our

Ladies'

Spring line of Skirts

Our

and

a

Farming

Tools.

Specialty.

line and get

our

just

come

styles,
$3.50, $3.98

in.
to

$5.00

DRESS SKIRTS, black, brown ami blue, plaited to the waist, latest
and $10.00
novelty in Dress Skirts,.... -j 50. $5-oc, $7.00, $S.oo

Special

Orders

a

Ask for Gieen

Specialty.

Trading Stamps.

RICHARDS

MR.

of the firm of CHABOT & RICHARDS of LewUton,

MONDAY, MAY Sth, with

will

be here

line of COATS.

M. L.XJISTT,

Ij.

Telephone

a new

136 Main

18-4.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children,
The Kind You Han Always Bought

prices.

has

Store.

-

WALKING SKIRTS, all colors, mixed goods, latest

m

machinery

Specialty

=

g^ature Si?
b

»<

St., Norway
**"

//(B5 y7

Solatia. Parie, Maine.

■

Tooth Picks.

I

polished, pointed

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

pleasure,

Paris,

j

Miss Prince has just returned from

■

D.1Dr Jeou«T.

Reûdîd

children

Îthe

have become

A SILK OR MOHAIR SHIRT WAIST SUIT TOO, WE CAN
SHOW YOU THE St'ITS OR MATERIALS TO MAKE

ful

thi ir

rain

They

Our
grace-

it and tailored

care.
unusual
make a mo*t be-

coming

oxercoat

and

afiaid
you need not he
Made
of a slower.
in

this month, for April first they

fancy worsteds,

et ts

will be $1.25.

cov-

and chev:ots.

$10 to 15

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE,
The Blood which Made

long,

spring overcoats ;
proof without

with

of the $1.25 Quilts for $1

Norway,

adds to

popularity.

looking

WE ALSO HAVE A FINE LINE OF WAISTINGS AND SUITINGS IN THE FANCY COTTON GOODS.

one

season

coats are

THEM.

Get

indis-

an

pensable garment.

Every

H. B. Foster,

h

Norway.

Maine.

Village Farm Famous Produced

AMERICAN LAW

ARIS

1-4

2.22

times last
Maine's Fastest Green Trotter 1004. Suro to beat 2.15. Started 3
2.10 3-4,
Fall—won 3 races. Brother In blood to Tbo Friend 2.18 1-4, Little Judge
etc. Sire, Heir-at-Law 2.05 3-4(p), 2.12(t), world's champion double gaitnd utallion,
dams of
sire of 20 in list. Dam, Florence Cbimes, by Chimes, sire of 8 in 2.10 list,
2.11 1-4, American Bell*(3)
Merriment
Devil
Dare
2.04
Manor
1-4,
2.09,
the
of
Lady
Hamlin
2.12 1-4 and 24 others. Grandam, Myrtle, by Almont Jr. 2.20, sire of Belle
2.12 3-4, etc., also dam of Lord Derby 2.05 3-4 and 4 others in 2.10. American Law,
Ribbon winners
handsome bay horse, 15-2, 1050 lbs., foaled 1806. Colts are Blue
Season closes
and promising speed. Terms 925 season, usual return privilege.
For catalogue address
June 1st.
Ν

MOUNTAIN

VIEW

SOUTH PARIS,

~LADY
Is the

FARM,

MAINE.

WASHINGTON

name

of bur

perfectly comfort-

able lace boots for Women.

φ

ι

IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE WITH YOUR FEET AND
WANT TO BE MADE HAPPY COME AND BUY A
PAIR OF THESE BOOTS.

i

'(

C0AT5

COVERT AND BLACK TAFFETA COATS ARE WHAT YOU
SHOULD WEAR THIS SPRING, WE HAVE THEM.

J

{Commluloner·.

RAIN

Boston and New York and is now
prepared to show a larger line of
goods than ever before.

The

price is $2.00 per pair.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE
F.

N.j SWETT,

BLOCK,

Manner.

NORWAY, MAINE

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Telephone 1112-8.

|S. RICHARDS, Optician
Best Work.

!
'

castoria For Infants and Children,
Tka Uad Yon Have Always Bought

Lowest Prices.
g

Rature
<*

s

A LOW PRICE

Couldn'î LiftTen Pounds.

ON

ing l iiin Feel Tweaty-Flve
Years Younger.
Si"k kidneys cause a weak, lame or
iching back, and a weak back makes

—

Wool Carpets
to

testimony of

one man

J. B. Corton,
farmer and lutnberman. of
Deppe, N. O.,
says "I sufferfor years
ed
with my back.
It was SO bad
I could
that
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.

Chas. F. Ri
Sts.,1
J.

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

λΑ«ηαΑΜ?·Ι»ιιι{ afchcttrb nnC description ma*
iw· whether iu
(«utoWl/ ascertain ur
Γ« rnriiunlra·
iuvertn-»n is pr· bi»My
'· J. " »n:lNvik«>B
•ion- 'inctiyoi'.'ui
i.-i-uri' k· paient».
«eut ftoo. lU-l.—t !ϋ.-··.·τ fur
·> * «.-«.recel*·
tlu ucS» y
i'.u.
wiihiiut chinve, la tr.e
p,\ uu
ιρ,.\*ιί

louants

■·

liuV.ift

\

»

'·'·

Scicnîiiic Jlacricae.
l "rce*tS,"''
'.!ltjstrai»>4

t.^ndaomcly

.HIUNNSCo-^'^-'NewYort
D. C.
Branch Office. »35 V 9U, WaAlunton,

Eggs

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Thursday, May 4th, and 1 st Thursday
Office
of each following month.
hours, 10:30

Eyes

A. M.

to 4 p. M.

I
[

I waa troubled with
Kodol cured rae and
for baby."

Centrals,
No.

general.

famous

a

03.—Single Acrostic.

1. A luminous body passing through
the air. 2. To be or become visible.
3. One who governs in the place of a
4. The chief magistrate lu
king.
ancient Rome. 5. A native of Hindu-

planting.
Parsley

seed germinates very slowly.
For outdoor sowing always prepare the
seed by placing it in hot water, to soak
for twenty-four hours in a warm place.
Sow in drills one foot apart, in rich
mellow soil made free from lumps and
stones.
When one or two inches high
thin out the plants to six inches apart in
the rows. The plants which are thinned
out may be transplanted into other beds
or borders, and so made use of.
Parsley may be used as a border to a
bed of perennial herbs, and it should
always be grown near the perennials,
where it will not be disturbed with the
spring tilling of the rest of the garden.
It is a biennial and hardy in most localities, if it be given a slight protection
of boughs or leaves during the winter to
save it from the extreme cold.
Plants raised from seeds sown in
September will live two winters and
through the third summer if the flowerstalks are kept carefully pruned during
the growing seasons. Spring-sown plants
usually die during the second winter.
September-growu plants are also the
better for potting for winter culture.
Parsley will gjow in a temperature of a
few degrees above freezing if it be given
The attic or basement
a sunny window.
furnishes good winter quarters for house
culture of this plant.
With many people the fondness for
parsley is an acquired taste, like that of
tomatoes and olives, but when once
established it is a very useful one from
the housekeeper's standpoint.
Frequently when a perplexed housekeeper taxes her brain for an appetizing
dish for breakfast, luncheon or tea, one
that is inexpensive and requires but little time to prepare, parsley will yield an
effectual aid. A plain dish of warmed
over potatoes will acquire a festive appearance as well as a delicious flavor by
adding a little finely minced parsley
and then scattering a few of tbe whole
leaves over the dish. Every one knows
that any form of cold meat is given an
added relish by the use of parsley, either
when chopped and used in combination
as a salad or as a garnish to the dishes.
Green salads are
always incomplete
without a dash of parsley, and all cook-

stan.

Primais naine what soldiers do.

No. ©4.—Word Making.
1. First person singular of a very irregular verb (two letters).
2. Wipe your l»oots upon it.
3. A place of trade.
4. Public conveyances In England.
Γ>. Flowing water.
(». Seen ui»oii the water.
7. Floatiug on the wind.

—

sour stcmach
we are now

blossoms fair and whit·
protects it quite
and
by

a little
It stood at the
Than a mllo from the grocery store.
In the place there were many
Of
score.

oft your face,"
"Wash s<>m<> of the
said she.
of the county you will be:
"The
enough for the factory, 1
You're not
-—

see."

No. ββ.—IMctur· Pvssle.

for twenty years.
usine It in milk

Kodol Digests What You Eat.
only. S1.00 SUe holding 24 times the trial

Bottles

Examined free.

size. which sells for 50 cents.
E. 0. DeWITT & 00., OHIOAQO.

Prepared by

Sola

DRILL WELLS for your NEIGHBORS

by r. A. Sburtleff à Co.

J. WALDO NASH,

We ran «tart you In a paying buslnettt* on
email capital
Machine» ea»y an·! «Impie to
Write for free Illustrate·! catalogue
oik;rale
an·! full Id formation.

Licensed Taxidermist,

STAR DRILLING MACHINE CO.

Office 104 Fulton. St. Ν. Y. I

Farttty: Akron, O.

12. A tree.

and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S S. Ball, of Ravenswcod. W. Vs.. «ay a.—

'9

House, Norway

will he at Elm

1

All the words contain five letters,
with the exception of the second word,
which has three letters.
1. A letter. 2. To flee. 3. The outer
covering of a flower. 4. To dwell. 5.
β. A builder.
A musical instrument
9.
8. A fruit.
7. A pleasure boat.
10. Quick. 11. A rogue.
To swindle.

A
hedge with
Incloses a
From trespassers

No appetite, loss oi strength, nervousness. headache, constipation, bad breath,
feneral debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol euros indigestion.
ery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic

West Paris, Me

No. «2.—An Obelisk.

No. OS.—Authors.

Stomach

Wyandot tes.

White

From pure

Hawkins' strain direct.
50c. pet
P. M. WYMAN.
setting.

:

No. β1—R1MI·.
'Neath tropic skies I arrow;
Fruit I b»ar,
But I'm amid the snow
Found nowhere.
Tour baby has, I know.
One soft pair.

do

Sour

Hatching.

for

cobton.

not believe
[ could have raised ten pouuds of weight
from tbe ground, the pain was so severe,
l'his was my condition when I began usiug Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved uie and now I am never troubled
is 1 was.
My back is strong and I can
vvalk or ride a long distance and feel just
13 strong as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that 1 have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have
11.so found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
«'ill be of any service to you, or to any
cue suffering from kidney trouble, y on
are at liberty to do so."
A PItEE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
Address Foster-Milhurn
1 ni ted States.
Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, titty cents per box.

MAINE.

....

8.

sal world as Petroselinum sativum, is a
native of Europe, but the use and culture
of this plant have become so general in
all parts of the world that recalling it·
oative home seems now almost superfluous.
There were formerly three leading
varieties, the common or plain leaved,
ourled, and the Hamburg-sage or carrotrooted parsley, tbe last being cultivated
Tor its roots, which are used in soups
»d stews. The horticulturists have
since added several improved kinds of
parsley, in those known as the fern-leaved, moss, and extra curled species.
No garden, whether it be large or
small, is complete without a row of
paisley, not alone for decorative purposes, although there are few other
salad-greeng with which one can garnish
so effectively as with the pretty, feathery
knots of this plant, but for the different
dishes that are made more palatable
with parsley as a seasoning.
The plants are easy of culture and the
seeds may be sown in the ground at any
time during the gardeoing season, from
April until September. When wanted
for early summer use, tbe seeds must be
eown in cold frames or window-boxes
before it is warm enough for outdoor

Intel-1

from rank,

building to dignified
feet or character.

cured.

up stock

NORWAY,

[Change the first two letters of the first
word to malt· the next word.]
Change the trlaugular eud of a

weak man. Can't be well and strong
jnti! the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here's the
with I>oan's Kidney Pills.

Parsleyt Its Culture and Uses.
Parsley, which is known in the botanl-

j

eO<-CkM(cd Prcll.

Ν·.

ι

close oat odd patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth

L^rrwconOeaoe on topic· of latere·* tolba tanlila wadtBd. Adilreu: Editor Hombiak*«·
COLtnro, Oxford Democrat. Part», M*lnu

loan's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Mak-

—

MASONIC BLOCK,

A very useful article and a ship's
officer are represented in this puzzle.

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

«T.—Magic Square.

No.

■

1

PARKER'S

iuuic
vegtuauie bhiuus me uiouc
savory by the use of this pungent plant.
Again, in soups and etewe of both meat
and vegetables parsley imparts a tlavor
that no wise nook will omit. Finely
with a little
minced parsley mixed
French salad dressing, makes delicious
itandwiches. And a dish of the freshly
gathered branches placed on the luncheon
or tea table, to be dipped in salt and
eaten with bread and butter, will furnish
a
hygienic appetizer for a simple meal
that uo carefully prepared sweetmeat, or
even elaborate confection, could provide.
Parsley also contains stringent medicinal virtues, the root being the officinal
part, although the seeds are sometimes
used as carminatives, and French chemists obtaiii an essential oil from theiu,
which is used in France as a substitute
is a
for quinine. Apien
gelatinous
substance deposited in the water in
which parsley has been boiled, and is a
specific for swollen glands and muscles.
The common garden celery (Apium
y racole ns) belongs to the same family as
parsley, and in folk-lore was termed
"aoh," "smallage" and "water parsley.'1
It is also a native of Europe, where it
grows wild in the salt marshes near the
A strong family likeness in
seacoaet.
these plants is very noticeable both in
the ehape of the leaf and in the flavor.
A scribe of the olden days speaks of
parsley thus: "There is another kind of
ach, or parsley, growing upon the rocks,
which they call petroselinum."
There are various other plants which
resemble parsley, and the name seems to
be a favorite local appellation for British
herbe, as we find several of the native
species bearing this cognomen, although
none of them belongs to the same genus
There are two varieties
as the parsley.
of the beaked parsley, so named from
the fruit terminating in a beak. They
belong to the Anthricus family.
The popular salad plant, chervil, is
also sometimes known as beaked parsley.
—Ex.

eu

HAIR BALSAM

CIrtrK. and bmitiflci the hair.
lYuntuUM a MXUliant frtuwth.
Never Pulj to Be»torc Or^y
H.ur to ita Youthful Color.
X hr.tr Ixl—
Cures aca-p
»
Jtv.anU >i
■

Are You Going
to Paint?
We have
stock of the
are

i

ju*t received a fresh
following goods which I

unexcelled, for which

we

solicit

]

your patronage.
FLOOR PAINTS. WAX FLOOR |
Before You Purchase Any Other Write
OIL. FLOOR VARNISH, PRESEWING MACHINE COMPANY
PARED HOUSF PAINTS, THE NEW HOME
ORANGE, MASS.
ROOF AND BARN PAINTS,
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regardSATSUMA
LA- less of quality, but the "»w Home" is madi
ENAMELS,
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
QUERET, CARRIAGE PAINTS.
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition·
WAGON PAINTS, GOLD AND| of the trade. The "Xew Home" stands atth»
ALUMINUM PAINTS SHEL- head of all High-tirade family sewing machines
Sold by authorised dealer· only·
LAC and Varnish, paint I
Hobh«' Variety Store Co., Agenta,
BRUSHES, ETC.
Norway, Maine.

S. P. Maxim & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

A W. Walker &.
Dealers in

WANTED.

reeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock ami Poplar, delivered on cars at
any Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Kethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY. West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

Furniture Polish.
Best in the market.
It is neither
gummy nor sticky and gives a fine
lustre. 3ς cents per bottle. Sold bv
T. F. HATHAWAY,

South Paris, Maine.

Son,

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
ALSO

—

—

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

Kodol

Dyspepsia Cure
who* you eat.

JU200 FARMS FOR SALE

^TROUT'S SPRING LIST describes the 200 best barçaios selected
fH
□ fruui over 3.000 (amis listed with us (or sale in Maine, Vermou t,
Mas*achusetts,Connecticut,>°ew York. Delaware and Mary laud: 5 to
1.000 acre·, K>00 to fc.O.000: on easr terms. Cuts show the buildiugs ou Mol Uiese (arms.
have stack, tools aid baastksM faraliare iadaM. All described iu detail with travelling instructions so that you can visit the fan:i and trade with the owner.
It Is the most complete book of.
real fanu bantams ever issued. Just out; mailed /tee. Write to-day. Address
E. A. STROUT. >30 Naaaau St.N. V. City, Tremeal Τ · m ρ la, Boat··, or At
Augusta. Mai··.
>

W. O.

Frothing!.am,

fonts.

South Paris,

D. M.

French, Norway.

U. H. HEALD, Paris Hill, Me.,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

AMERICAN FIELD AND HOG FENCE
SBJMÇIL

55 INCH. M

Here is u square of eighteeu dominoes.
Note tiiat they all lie In the
sa oie way. anil no blanks are to be
used. Fill In the remaining figures so
that every row and diagonals from
corner

to corner will sum twenty.
No.

Us».—Homonym-

pronounced alike, but-spelled

Words

differently and having different meanings:

at
We
that they had a
the zoo.
for the happy
that·
of our new
of the
1 caught
home.
of the package while
Kind the>
you

the dress for

My mother's

me.

round by the

I

.and the oth-

over.

ers

the boy away without a

1

Just

m

Good.

•fan you giuime a bite, ma'amf
"Γηι hungry
said the ragged hobo.
"I regret to
eniuff ter eat a boss."
«ay," replied the kind lady, "that we
are just out of horses, but I'll «call the
dog."—Chicago News.

Using Old Shirt Waists.

A friend who has many bedrooms to
supply with warm bedding told me how
she used a pile of pretty percale aud
gingham shirt-waists, parts of which
were worn out, but the sleevee and
fronts mostly good. She ripped them
washed and pressed
carefully and
from the sleeves and
and
them,
she
cut
fronts
large squares of the
good
material.
Joining these, in alternate
squares of light and dark, on the machine, she soon had two full-sized cotuFor lining she took
fort-tops made.
sugar-sacks, seveii to each comfort,

Hunting Trouble.

Jack and Harry, hunting trouble.
"Tried to run dad's autobubble—
Dad found somu shreds of cuffs and col·
lars
.And sighed. "There goes a thousand dollars!"
—Life.
Key to the Pussier.

No. 52.—Diamond: 1. V. 2. Red. 3.
C.
Anger. 4. Caterer. C. Vegetable.
•Catalpa. 7. Ha bld. 8. Old. 9. E.
No. 53.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma: Venture a small fish to catch a
•grout one.
2.
Umber.
No. 54.—Triangle: 1.
Maud. 3. Bud. 4. Ed. 5. R.
No. 55.—Foreign Countries: Pole-and,
Poland. Den-mark.
No. 5»».—Charade: I>-port-meaut de-

; portaient.
No. 57.
Beheadmentsc Newspaper.
!N-arrow. Ε-late. W-lre. S-lid. P-ear.
.A-top. P-lot. E-l>en. Il «te.
No. 58.—Riddlemeree: Raven.
No. 59.—Subtraction: El-fln. El-fish.
—

Don't let the children suffer. If they
fretful, peevish and cross, give them
dolliater's Rocky Mountain Tea. The
best baby tonic known. Strength and
health follow its use. 35 cents. F. A.1
Shurtleff & Co.; Orin Stevens.

are

trouble,"
said the ready-made philosopher. "I
didn't," auswered the proprietor of a
new automobile.
"I bought mine out"You must never

borrow

right."
fatalsrWyb

Stay*

ta

la.

or

Special hog. Horse aad Cattle Stjfe.
St-y» u la. or 6 la. apart

6 la. apart

Made o! large, strong, high-grade steel
wires, heavily galvauawd.
Amply provides for expansion and contraction. Is practically everlasting. Never goes wrong, no matter how great a strain is pût on it.
Does not mutilate, but does,
efficiently, turn cattle, horses» hogs

•ndpifs.

EVERY ROD OF AMERICAN FENCE
GUARANTEED
by the manufacturers and by us. Call and see it. Can show
you how
it will save yoj money and
fence^our fields so they will stay fenced.
<

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular* address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

LXaXMT

STRICTLY

HOMEMAKEBS1 COLUMN.

Cleanse your system of all impurities
this month. Now is the time to take
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. It will
keep you wall all summer. 35 cent·, Tea
Dr Tablets.
F. A. Shurtloff Λ Co.; Orin

Steven*.

"Well," remarked Hercules, cheerfully,
he gazed up at Atlas, "you seem to
be bearing up pretty well, even If the
whole world is down on you."
u

Foley's Honey and
opiates and can safely
dren.

Tar contains no
be given to chilF. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Quietly she

came

up behind him as he

sat in his arm chair and whispered:
"Will yon let me have 110, dear?" "I am
lurprised," be said, "that yon would

itrike

a man

behind his back."

Foley's Honey and
idapted for asthma,

Tar is peculiarly
and
bronchitis
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

|

washed, starched very lightly, and ironed
them smooth. When the upper part,
made from the shirt-waists, and the
lower, from the sugar-sacks, were joined
and generously filled with good batting,
she had two good comforts with almost
no expense—none except the cotton for
filling them.
The "big boys" of from twelve to
fifteen, who still wear blouses, are not
supposed to furnish much material for
family economies; their clothes are always worn out too completely. A wise
mother, however, lately evolved from
her busy braiu the following plan which
is a real saving where baby brothers or
sisters are concerned. Kip the blouse

(washable

ones

only), lay

a

GENUINE.

Moat of the patent medicine
noniala are probably genuine.

ollowing notice reoently appeared In
{ be Atchison (Kan.) Globe: "Joe Tack,
well known engineer, running on the

liaaouri Pacific between Wichita and
Howa, lately appeared in a big one,
rith a picture, ana when he waa Tn this
ifflce to-day, we aaked him about it. He
aya be had terrific paina in hia atomacb,
md thought he had cancer. Hia drugfiat recommended Kodol and he aaya it
mred him. He recommended it to
itbers, who were alao cured." Kodol
)yapepaia Cure digeata what you eat and

atomacn troubles. Just aa
turely aa the aun shines your atomacb
ita originally
tan be brought back to
and life aweetened by
>ure condition
hia lasting and truly the greateat digestint known. Sold by F. A. Sburtleff A
all

ures

jO.

Julia! Julia!" cried the woman from
"What do you want,
ier dressing room.
iear?" answered her husband, from hia
imoking-room. "Why, I want Julia to
to me.

some

;

I waa to

have

An old lion named Leo, who bad lired
a a clrcbs tent for many years, grew
rery tired of tbe life be led and said:

"Here I am caged up, with only balf
enough to eat, and all these strange
people staring at me, and tbe men who
run this show make all of tbe money
Eind bave a good time too. I'm tired
it It and intend to escape at tbe very
Unit opportunity, bnd a partner and go
Into business for myself."
So one morning when tbe animal
keeper opened tbe barred door to feed
tbe

lion

old

Leo

gave

one

spring,

»

to Mother·.
Examine carefully erery bottle of CASTORIA,
a aafe and ran remedy for Infant· and children,

Important

and

eee

that it

S/ΥΑ+Λ-

Betrithe

TéUcJUtC

Signature of

In Uae For Over SO Tear·.
The Kind Toe Bay· Alwiyi Bought.
"It muet be awful," said the typewriter boarder with the $1.08 pompadour, "to be deceived by a false mar-

riage."

j

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings %'L

&

High G adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and 01 a specialty.

HE WAS PAR OUT IN THE COUNTBY.

WHAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE?
Answer: It is made from a prescription of a leading Chicago physician, and
one of the most eminent in the country.
The ingredients are the purest tiiat
money can buy, and are scientifically
combined to get their utmost value.
F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.

Cholly—I hinted to your father that I
expected to inherit several pieces of
property.
Miss Sweet—What did he say?
Cholly—He said, "Deeds speak louder
than words/*

A LESSON IN HEALTH.
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities
from the blood, and unless they do this
good health is impossible. Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound kidneys and will
positively cure all forme of kidney and
It strengthens the
bladder disease.
whole system. F. A. Shurtleff «fe Co.

Undoubtedly.—The
posed to the maid.
"1 hardly know how
she said timidly.

widower had proto answer

you,"

"Oh, don't let that worry you," he re"You'll learn before we bave
een married a week."

Clied.

A REVELATION.
If you will make inquiry it will be a
revelation to you how many succumb to
kidney or bladder troubles in one form
If the patient is not beyond
or another.

medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
it never disappoints. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.

cure,

Harold—My

pa

writes

poems for a

plain sack livin'—what does your pa do?

Reginald—Wotever my ma tells him
apron for baby on the goods, using the
back of the blouse for the front of the to !
apron. It will be found to cut out neatThe Famous Little Pills,
"Early
ly. The sleeves, with worn parts cut Risers, " cure Constipation, Sick Headaway, furnish sleeves for baby's apcon. ache, Biliousness, etc., by their tonic
Sometimes the same buttonholes can be
effect on the liver. They never gripe or
used at the back.—New Idea.
sicken, but impart early rising energy.
Good for children or adults. Sold by F.
Fancy Sewing Machine Cover.
A. Shurtleff A Co.
A sewing machine standing with its
Some men are born kickers and some
wooden cover on can hardly be called an
attractive ornament in a room. The are victims of dyspepsia.
problem of how to make it look attractWILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
ive seems to have been solved by a
A. H. Herren of Finch, Ark., writes,
clever young housekeeper who lives not
a "Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
very far from New York. She took
for coughs, colds and lung
square piece of flowered chintz and nail- preparation
ed it on to a board just large enough to trouble. I know that it baa cured conentirely cover, the top of the machine. somption in the first stages." F. A.
She then took a long, narrow piece of Shurtleff & Co.
the ohintz and sewed it into box plaits
Hensou (bashfully)—"May I—er—kiss
and nailed this on to the edge of the
sister?" Alice (in disgust)—
board to form a flounce all around the your baby
I
so—if you are too cowtop. With the help of a pretty lamp, "Oh, tosuppose
tackle a girl nearer your own
and a few ardly
some photognph frames
si *e."
smaller ornaments, the machine was
made to look like a lovely chintz-covered TIME TRIED AND MERIT PROVEN.
table, and was a valuable addition to
One Minute Cough Cure is right on
any bed room or sitting room. When
comes to curing Cougba,
the machine is to be used it is very easy time when it
etc.
It is
to take off the ornaments and lift off the Croup, Whooping Cough,
harmless, pleasant to take and
cover in a minute and without the slight- perfectly
is the children's favorite Cough Syrup.
est trouble.—Ex.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

of
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Dusts

CUSTOM*

MS

EXACT COPV OF WRAPPER.

TMI OCNTftun

FOLEYSHONEY^TAR
Ar childrent eafr,

tare·

MMMNV. NCW VOftl CiTV.

Mo opiate»

Using An Old Range
Is No Saving—You
AreSimply WastingCoal&Burningupthe

Fentheml III* N>*t.

The gauge by which worldly prosperity is measured is not a.ways the same.

But it does not so much matter what
standard is used so long as it shows
accurately the amount of gain or loss.
"I remember Bill (Jassott as a shiftless young ne'er do well." said a former neighbor of >lr. Sands, revisiting
his old home after many years' absence,
"but I hear he left his widow quite a
substantial property. How did lie man-

Price of aNew

«wood

age it?"
"lie made choice of an excellent wife,
and she took lilui as tbe smartest womof
en often take the poorest specimens
the men folks." said Mr. Sands thoughtfully. "and. what's more, she made
something of him, put some gimp into
him ami what all. Why. sir, when lie

Makes

married her all he had for a mattress
was au old makeshift stuffed with
dried leaves, and when lie died lie had
with
no less'η three mattresses stuiïed
live goose feathers. I guess that tells

Cooking Easy"

yàtAT* Old Rattle, taJzen. in JBxcftanye,
I. W.

SHAW; BUCKFIELD.

the story."—Youth's Companion.

GATAiiBH

ALMOST

In ell Its stWTos there
(h iu; 1 be cleaiii.acrB.

sleepy

EIj's Cream Balm

Willie Murehisou, who was addressing
the jury, thought to urouse them, so he
said. "Gentlemen, I will tell you an
anecdote."
Instantly the judge, the
jury and the few spectators pricked
as
up their ears aud were all attention,
Murehisou was admirable iu that line,

AS

clcan*ca, soothe? and hcale
(he <1 .:0a «.J cic»r.l>r.-.!ie.
Itenroj c.v.r.rrh and il: ivca
ivay α cold ia tliC head

quickly.

Crcnm Tt.ilin la

ώΛ DHinbrano and is absorbed. Belief Is Im-

■>vor

mistakable tone of disappointment,
"Mr. Murchison, I don't see the point

<

Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm atul have

Builders' Finish I DAILY

Oyatfra a Foot Long.
A wholesale oyster dealer was sizing
some old
np η new invoice. "There are
fellows in that lot," he said as he
shoved to one side some abnormally
lie picked out one and
large ones.
measured it. The shell was eight Inches
long. "The age of an oyster has absolutely no effect upon its quality," he
said. "It doesn't get tough with age,
like the higher order of animals. IIow
Well, I
long does un oyster live?
couldn't say exactly. I have known
Muurice river oystermen to claim that
on oyster undisturbed in u neglected

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

If In want of any kind of Klnleh fur Inalde or
I'lnc l.um
luteldc work, Rend In your order*
«r and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
NEW
Your name and address on a postal card to THE
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New York City,
bring you a free sample copy.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

DECORATE.

Matched Hard Wool Kloor Hoard» fur eaie.

F..

C H

I'

WDLRR,
V

A*out Srninni

t

ι.

■-<· !■··. 1
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in el
with all important news of t lie world at a ver\ sum
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-NN 1:1 ΚIΛ
u:t!i
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure t
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper. The

A

Also Window dt Door Frames.

i>

-t

«

AS

CIIAlVUIiEK,

E. W.

is u metropolitan newspaper for busy people, aim
( .un π
%
good as a daily, and your Rural Free I >«·! i ν
brings it to your dour tliree times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays ami Friday*,
lui ν
and contains all the most important news t Ί

GOOD

placed Into the nostrils, spread.·

m.-Uiatc feud c.irc follows. It is not drying—does
n t produce sneezing, targe Size, 60 eents et Drug·
ς.;» λ or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 conte by mall.
LT.Y UKOTUERS, M Warren Street, New Yoi*.

uo one

tine

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Κ very inch a king.
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by

Worms?

Black stallion, white ankle*

.JOHN' B. ROBINSON, Oxford. M

\VM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

II rs< in
Sired by Daiik Dkvil, 2.00, by Mamishino Kin·,, "The Handsomest
'J 11 1-2: I' "
March,
Lord
of
Jkwki.
w
Kl..
.Ik
Dam
(Dam
World."
the
rliildren nre troubled with worm»,
ΙιιιιΊ .··■ ~ ··
and trrntvd fur suiueihuiK el·»·. Λ few doKi of ■ King,
(|>) 2 lit 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, lijjht .1 n >.'■·
white. Foaled June 8, ls8(J. Bredat Village Farm. Sired by Αιλιον
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Ward well, 2 14 1-4: ο lobe,
will exiM-l wormsif tlu-yexiit, and prove a Talu- I Record 2.2(1.
'·' ■·'»
And I·
abli'tuiiiclftbi'rt'ariMiownrnia. 8JoatdrucgUti. ■ Orvid,
2.1")
14; Wardwell, (p) 2.1(1 1-4; Architect, (p) 2 1»> 1-4;
(p)
M
UU. J. t\ Τ lit'Ε At CO., Auburn, Me.
in 2.30.
>«»! HI
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHKKI.KK.

(Jli ny

Dr. True's Elixir

would live for twenty-five years
before It finally died of old age. And
an oyster of the Maurice river type
keeps on growing all the time. I have
seen some myself that measured ueurly a foot In length."—Philadelphia Record.
cove

The Force of Ntronn;

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

Nasal

Trylner a Joke.
Souie years ago lu u Xortli Carolina
co'.:rt, Judne Shlpp presiding, the trial
of u cause bad been protracted till near
midnight. The Jury were tired and
and showed iiagglug attention.

Jury."
Mayme—So you kissed Jack Huggins
evening, did you?
Edyth—The idea! Did you get it from
hardly

and Loss OF SLEEP.

Facsimile Signature

L. M. TUFTS,

lanta Constitution.
Ilnil

ness

Satisfaction Guar nteed.

Nichols St..

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConslipaiion, Sour Stomarh, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevensh-

of that Joke." "Nor 1. either," replied
"But your honor
the witty counsel.
I will furnleh DOOItS and WINDOWS of any
told It to me on our way down here,
31ze or Style at reasonable prlcce.
and, us I thought tbe lack of appréciatiou must be due to my obtuseuess, I
concluded to give the joke a trial by

Mayme—I don't know; but I
think it was the same one.

of

MxJml ♦
RatktlU SJ*-

Bilious Bill was getting bloated,
And his tongue was muchly coated.
Patent "tonics" wouldn't cure him,
Companies would not insure him.
All his friends were badly frightened,
But their spirits soon were lightened,
For Billy said—and they believed bim
Early Riser pills relieved biin.

him?

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness and Rcsr.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor>IiiieraL
jèape tfOUO-SANUBLPtTQSR
flmmjtm Setti"

newspaper.

the other

Bears the

Not "Narcotic.

had a fuud of anecdotes and
But he soon
could tell them better.
proceeded to tell one of the dullest,
prosiest and most pointless jokes possible. Everybody looked disappointed.
The judge, leaning over, said iu an un-

"Well, I don't suppose it's any worse
than being deceived by a real one," rejoined the landlady.
And her husband continued to give a
correct imitation of a man trying to read
a

^Vegetable Preparalionfor As

and Pictures,

knocked over tbe keeper and did not
in
utop running until be was far out
tbe country, tired, tbirsty and hungry.
The next morning he started out to
look for partners, but as soon as
A Hard Worker.
Slimpeon—Willie,
saw him
any of the other animals
of
the
have
tell
me
reputation
you
ihey
would run away in terror, never
they
in
school.
worst
the
boy
being
to tell of
Willie—Tes, father, and I can tell you f.vlng Leo the opportunity
.sis wonderful plans.
I didn't get it without a struggle.
After wandering about for several
In reply to inquiries we have pleasure days without being able to flml anyin announcing that Ely's Liquid Cream
thing to eat he determined to go back
Balm is like the solid preparation of that
to tbe circus, but when be reached the
and
it
cleanses
that
in
admirable remedy
town the circus had left, and, as every
heals membranes affected by nasal cawas afruid of Leo. some men formtarrh. There is no drying or sneezing. one
armed themselves and
The Liquid Cream Balm is adapted to ed a company,
use by patients who have trouble in in- shot him on sight.
Moral.—Don't be too ambitious.—Athaling through the nose and prefer spray-

Mrs. Snappe—"Here's an article in the
Pool-Killer.'
paper about a 4job for the
What's a fool-killer any way?"
Mr. Snappe—"I don't know. I never
met one."
Mrs. Snappe—"Of course you didn't,
or I wouldn't be talking to you now."

Always Bought

\

Picture Frames

kidneys and cures all forms of kidney
»nd bladder disease. Geo. E. HausaD,
locomotive engineer, Lima, 0., writes,
"Constant vibration of the engine caused
me a great deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I got no relief until I used
Foley's Kidney Cure." P. A. Shurtleff A
Πο.

Witt's Witch Hazel Salve stops the pain,
draws out the sorenees and cures. Get
the genuine, bearing the name of E. C.
DeWitt A Co. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

The Kind You Have

—

_

tuffer from kidney disease in eomeform.
Foley's Kidney Cure strengthens the

HOT WEATHER PILES.
Persons afflicted with Piles should be
careful at this season of the year. Hot
weather and bad drinking water contribute to the conditions which make
Tiles more painful and dangerous. De-

For Infants and Children.

1.

!

The True"L.F." Atwood'·
Bitters Cleanse the System
J*
zai Purify the Blood

j

TRAVELING IS DANGEKOUS.
Constant motion jars, the kidneys
which are kept in place in the body by
ielicate attachments. This is the reason
that travelers, trainmen, etreet car men,
teamsters and all who drive very much,

wed, severely.
(-What was the matter with it, ma'am?"
asked the grocer.
"It was tough. My husband simply
wouldn't eat the biscuits I made with
it."*

J_'_

similating the Food andBeguIaof
ling the Stomachs awiBowels

Dundle in her hands."

"I want to complain of the flour you
Rent me the other dav," said Mrs. Newli-

Es

ί

—

washed to-day." "Well, I guess Julia's
attending to it. I just saw her going
lown to the laundry and she had a

ing. The price, including spraying tube,
is 75 cents. Sold by druggists or mailed
bv Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New
York.

1

ι

_

mu

11

"Allow me to writ· you these
few lines to let you know that I
rlim fCCl have Uken one bottle of jrour
'L. F.' Bitters for my blood, and
Better
am pleased to say that I am feel·
than he in g now as I have not felt for a
longtime. In fact, ten years. I
had felt am
recommending your True *L.
in Ten
F.' Differs to all my friends and
tilling them w!:at good It has
Years
You may use my
done for me.
Alfred J.
n;rr.c If you wish."
Fooler. Fairfield. Maint

Made

The Discontented Lion

my hair

If you wish to stick anything, and
"Ye·, Mr. Gush, the man I marry will
have no glue in the house, try the fol- have to be a hero, bold and absolutely
Anxious Mother—I'm so afraid Doro- lowing recipe: Take a small piece of fearless.
and
ihy is to be an old maid. Dense Father «old potato which has been boiled,
"Undoubtedly, Miss Oldgirl!"
—Why? Anxious Mother—O, she seems rub it up and down on a piece of paper
minutes.
•jo take sach an interest in these moth- with your fingers for about five
Why suffer with spring tiredness,
It will become the right consistency, and mean, cross feeling, no strength, no ap>rs' congresses and child-study clubs.
the
as
well
as
stick
strongest glae.
petite? Holllster's Rooky Mountain Tea
will make you well and keep yon well.
Tou never heard of any one «sing
who
world
the
In
one
is
useless
No
j Koeate. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurt- I
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
else.
for
of
it
the
burden
leff A Co.; Oris Stevens.
anyone
latlsfled. F. A. Shurtleff * Co.
tight*··
hoarseness.

Grateful Praise

AO Anlnjal Story For
Little PolKs

teetlThe

I

Steamship Company.)

PARIS, MAINE.

TERMS: 120 To WARRANT.

COUNT

1

Portland Division.

DIRECT.

Foaled .luiu :
Mack colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
at
Farm.
Bred
11KJ2.
Village
REDUCED RATES.
SiKKi» ι»ν Dihkct ΙΙλι., ϊ.υ4 1-4.
$100.
Portland to Boston,
by Mambrino king i-7
Dam. The Countess

Peraonnllty.

Who has not felt his power multiplied many times, his intellect sharpened and a keener edge put on all of *ta
his faculties when coming into contact

e rooms,

....

91.00.

·.

Dam of Chliiu-lirlno (I). 2.2» I I, r-ire o| KlorMa
Chimes (|>)i 10 1-4, ami oilier* In 2.:Hi

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, 2d clam, Toilet,
by Almont, Jr., Is.......
witli a strong personality which has
I'.un of Kei-Muaiy Legatee, 2.31 12; Ueyecr I toy,
seemed to uulock bidden powers which Portland, and India Whaif, Boston,
2.20 1-4
lie uever before dreamed he possessed
at 7 p. m.
by Dictator, 11
3d dam, Mermaid
Sunday,
except
daily
and
do
so that he could say things
Sinter of l.i Oacaletta, 2.2!> 3-4: Kraii'hini of
as
as
low
rates
<lnm
of
Atinont
2.27
1-2;
I.ucretla, 2.20; lilalne,
things Impossible to him when alone?
Dictator, i-lie f 1.
The power of the orator, which lie other lines.
W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH !»ARI>
AT
STAND
WILL
fllugs back to his listeners, he first
F. LISCOMB, Agent,
TERMS: $25 TO WARRANT. ALL MAKES AT OWNERS' l!l>K.
draws from his audience, but he could
Franklin Wharf,
uever get It from the separate individuals any more than the chemist could

always

Freight

MK.

J.

Notice.
Prices of Ice for season of 1005 and

until further notice.
FAMILY TRADE.

Dane'· Bill of Far·,
Lieutenant Robert E. Peary at a
dinner of the Arctic society ouce spoke
on the privations suffered by bis party
In his previous expedition. In tbe course
of bis remarks he mentioned the fact
that the sole article of diet for thirty
days of one of the members of his pu··
ty, a Dane, was dried bones. Afterward Lieutenant Peary was approached by a friend who expressed incredulity. 'That must have been a great Dane
The

15

20
30
35

a

Dntr.
office boy)—Has
the cashier told you what you are to
Office Boy—Yet,
do this afternoon?
sir; I'm to wake him when I see you
new

coming,—Be rape.

A watch taken to the top of Mont
Blanc wtll gain thirty-six teconds in
twenty-four hour·.

44

44

1.00

44

44

44

44

1.25
1 .50
1.75

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

ICE FOR ICE CREAM.
50

pounds 10c.,

1001

Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.
WHOLESALE.
All customers taking 500 pounds and

delivery SI.50 per ton. Less
pounds at one delivery $2.00 per j
Farmers supplied at ice bouse as

jver at

Free Hand.

HI· Mala

·«

pounds 5c.,
pounds 15c.

"Sir," began the visitor, "I come to
you In the interest of the city's poor
children. I thought you might like to
contribute to our freeb air fund for
them."
"Of course," replied the kind hearted
suburbanite. "You may take as much
as you please from my place. But how
In tbe world are yon going to carry it?"
—Catholic Standard and Times.

Employer (to

$.75

"

20

yours."

With

pounds daily'per month,

25

said he sneerlngly. "Yes,"
replied tbe lieutenant; "be was a splendid dog."
of

QUAKER RANGl·]

Portland, Me

get the full power from chemicals
standing in separate bottles in his laboratory. It Is in contact aud combinations only that new creations, new
forms, are developed.—O. S. Marden In
Success Magazine.

«η.

vanted at $1.50 per ton.

C. E. BENNETT,
Dealer in Ice,

SOUTH PARIS AND IVOR WAY.

Wanted.
All kinds of
1

The

one

;ban 500

ng year.

April

Pulp

Wood the

!

com-

solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
12th, 1905.

Correspondence

Lady gentleman of fair education to travel
1 or a Arm of $100,000 capital.
Salary $1,072 per
1 eex and expenae·, paid weekly. Addrea*
M.PBECIVAX, Booth Pari·, Ma. j

in the

rails

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.

50 cts.Dow",nd 50 cts., w«k .ι
George
Variety

Wanted.
or

nickel

W.
Store.

CASTORIA For Infants an4 Childran.
Til ItWYM Hill AtwijiBomkt
a.

Hobbs'

Norway

^
\

